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The NEA International Database of Features, Events and Processes (FEPs) relevant to
the assessment of post-closure safety of radioactive waste repositories has been compiled by
a working group within the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) of the OECD. The main parts of the
database are a master list of 150 generalised FEPs and the original project-specific databases
containing descriptions, comments and references on the FEPs. The first version of the database
includes in total 1261 FEPs from seven national or international performance assessment projects.
All project FEPs are mapped to one or more of the FEPs in the master list.

The aim of the auditing was to discuss how the FEPs in the international database have been
treated in the TVO-92 and TILA-96 safety assessments on spent fuel disposal, where no formal
methods were applied to develop scenarios. The auditing was made against all the 1261 project-
specific FEPs in the international database. The FEPs were discussed one by one and classified
into categories according to their treatment in TVO-92 and TILA-96 or in the technical design of
the disposal system.

The International FEP database is a good first step towards to the proposed International FEP
Encyclopaedia and serves as a handbook, especially for the more exotic FEPs. The exercise did
not reveal anything substantially new from TVO-92 and TILA-96, nor did it provide much new
firewood for forthcoming assessments. The strong sides as well as the weak points of TVO-92 and
TILA-96 are comprehensively recognised and identified in the reports itself and in their regulatory
reviews. In the auditing, the most significant open issues (for example, gas generation and release,
saline groundwater, glaciation) fell into the "discussed" in TVO-92 and TILA-96 category. Most
of the FEPs audited into the "not considered" category deal with factors which, in our mind, are
not very important issues.

A similar scenario approach as in TVO-92 and TILA-96 is proposed also for the forthcoming
TILA-99. This entails that the analysis will be based on a system of i) a base case showing that
in the expected normal repository conditions initially intact copper-iron canisters will preserve
their integrity for a very long time, ii) a set of reference scenarios where the consequences of
initially defective and later "disappearing" copper canisters are evaluated, and iii) a large number
of "what if' type sensitivity analysis scenarios (or variants). Steady, time-invariant boundary
conditions, circumstances and parameter values will be used within each variant. Special emphasis
shall be put on the weak points and issues identified in TVO-92 and TILA-96 and in their
regulatory reviews, including description of the normal evolution of the disposal system, site-
specific analysis of flow and transport, alternative fuel dissolution models, potential poor
performance of the bentonite barrier, gas generation and release, effects of (very) saline ground-
water, and postglacial faulting.
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OECD:n ydinenergiatoimiston (NEA) piirissa on koottu kansainvalinen tietokanta ydinjatteiden
loppusijoituksen turvallisuusanalyysissa huomioon otettavista ilmioista ja tapahtumista (Features,
events, processes, FEPs). Tietokanta koostuu 150 otsikko-FEPin luettelosta sekai projekti-
kohtaisista tietokannoista, jotka sisalltavat FEPpien kuvaukset. Tietokannan ensimmainen versio
sisailtM yhteensa 1261 FEPpia seitsemasta turvallisuusanalyysista. Kaikki projektikohtaiset FEPit
on yhdistetty yhteen tai useampaan otsikko-FEPpiin.

Kansainvalista tietokantaa voi kayttaa FEP-kasikirjana, josta voi nopeasti selvittaa etenkin
eksoottisempien geologisten, kemiallisten ja fysikaalisten i1mioiden ja tapahtuminen sisallon ja
merkityksen. Se on hyva alku suunnitellulle perusteellisemmalle kansainvaliselle FEP-tietosana-
kirjalle.

Vertailun tarkoituksena oli selvittaKi, miten kansainvalisen tietokannan FEPit on otettu huomioon
TVO-92 ja TILA-96 turvallisuusanalyyseissa. Vertailussa kaytiin lavitse kaikki kansainvalisen
tietokannan 1261 FEPpia, selvitettfin niiden sisalto seka tarkastelutapa TVO-92:ssa ja
TILA-96:ssa. Vertailu ei paIjastanut TVO-92:sta ja TILA-96:sta sin&ns mitaan olennaista uutta
eika myoskain tuonut esiin ennalta tuntemattomia aiheita tuleviin turvallisuusanalyyseihin.
TVO-92:n ja TILA-96:n vahvuudet ja heikkoudet on jo tunnistettu varsin tarkoin itse raporteissa
sekli niiden kotimaisissa ja kansainvalisissa arvioinneissa.

Tulevaan TILA-99 turvallisuusanalyysiin ehdotetaan periaatteessa samanlaista skenaario-
rakennetta kuin TVO-92:ssa ja TILA-96:ssa. Sen pohjana on perusskenaario, jossa osoitetaan, etta
loppusijoitustilan normaaleissa olosuhteissa alunperin ehjat kupari-rautakapselit sailyvat ehjina
hyvin pitkin. Vertailuskenaarioissa selvitetAn radionuklidien vapautumista alunperin viallisista
kapseleista seka olettaen, etta kapseli jostain tuntemattomasta syysta "hviil" jonkin ajan
kuluttua. Vertailuskenaarioita taydennetan sitten suurella joukolla "mita jos" -tyyppisia herkkyys-
tarkasteluskenaarioita. TILA-99:ssa ei ole tarkoitus toistaa tai paivitta kaikkia aiempien
turvallisuusanalyysien tarkasteluja, vaan keskittya seikkoihin, joiden on TVO-92:ssa ja
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PREFACE

The study has been carried out by VTT Energy for Posiva's PARVI (site evaluation)
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eventual publishing by the client following the procedures of VTT Energy's QA-manual

(VTT Energy 1997). At Posiva the study has been supervised by Aimo Hautojarvi.

The authors wish to thank the NEA Working Group on Development of a Database

of Features, Events and Processes Relevant to the Assessment of Post-Closure Safety

of Radioactive Waste Repositories and its consultant Trevor Sumerling of Safety

Assessment Management for compiling of the International FEP Database and for

the prompt submission of it to our use. The Version 1.0 used in the present study is

a prototype issued mainly for testing and review by the Working Group. Distribution,

maintenance and further development of the International FEP Database will be taken

care by a User Group to be established with the OECD/NEA.

The authors are glad to answer any questions concerning the study.

Comments and questions may be submitted by mail (VTT Energy, P.O. Box 1604,

FIN-02044 VTT, Finland) or by email (timo.vienofvtt.fi and henrik.nordmanevtt.fi).
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1 INTERNATIONAL FEP DATABASE

The NEA International Database of Features, Events and Processes (FEPs) relevant
to the assessment of post-closure safety of radioactive waste repositories has been
compiled by a working group within the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) of the OECD
(NEA 1997). The first version of the international database includes FEPs from seven
national or international performance assessment projects:
* The AECL database (Goodwin et al. 1994b) contains 281 FEPs (termed factors)

related to the disposal of used CANDU fuel in the Canadian crystalline bedrock
(Goodwin 1994a, Wikjord et al. 1996).

* The HMIP database (Miller & Chapman 1993) contains 79 FEPs related to the
planned disposal of low and intermediate level waste in fractured hard rock in the
United Kingdom.

* The NAGRA database (Sumerling & Grogan 1997) contains 245 FEPs related to
the Kristallin-I safety assessment (NAGRA 1994) of disposal of vitrified high-level
waste in the crystalline basement rock of Northern Switzerland.

* The NEA database is the example list of 146 FEPs (names only) compiled by the
NEA Scenario Working Group (NEA 1992).

* The joint SKI/SKB database (Andersson et al. 1989) contains 158 FEPs related to
the KBS-3 spent fuel disposal concept.

* The SKI database (Stenhouse et al. 1993, Chapman et al. 1995a) contains
106 FEPs related to the SITE-94 assessment of spent fuel disposal (SKI 1996).

* The WIPP database contains 237 FEPs related to the assessment of disposal of
transuranic waste in bedded salt at the WIPP site in the United States (USDOE
1996). Nine extra FEPs has been created in the submission to the NEA database to
ensure that all of the international FEPs were mapped.

The present version of the International FEP database includes in total 1261 project-
specific FEPs. For the exception of the list of the FEP names compiled by the NEA
Scenario Working Group, the project databases include descriptions, comments and
references on the FEPs. As printed the FEP descriptions comprise in total about
450 pages (in a fairly tight layout and small font). Naturally the project FEP databases
include several similar and overlapping FEPs. The organisation of the various
phenomena, events and processes into FEPs and the structure of the databases are,
however, different.

The structure of the International FEP database is depicted in Figure 1-1. The electronic
database consists of two main parts:
* The International FEP list contains generalised 150 factors relevant to the

assessment of long-term safety of solid radioactive waste repositories. This forms
a master list and classification scheme covering all the project-specific database
entries. The FEPs in this list are fairly generic. A short glossary-style definition is
attached to each FEP. The master list with the definitions is included also in the
printed report (NEA 1997).

* Project FEP databases with descriptions, comments and references are included in
their original forms. As indicated above, most of the project FEP databases have
already been available as reports. Each FEP of each project database is mapped to
one or more of the FEPs in the master list.
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International FEP Database: Screen Map
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Figure 1-1. Files and screens of the NEA International FEP Database Version 1.0(NEA 1997).

The International FEP Database is implemented on Claris Filemaker Pro 3.0. Thecommercial software facilitates versatile use of the database and including of new projectdatabases. The total size of the files in the Version 1.0 is about 5 MB, the main partconsisting of the project-specific FEP texts. Version 1.0 is actually a prototype issuedmainly for testing and review by the Working Group. Although we were not members ofthe Working Group and not previously familiar with the software, we encountered noproblems in using of the database. Distribution, maintenance and further development ofthe International FEP Database will be taken care by a User Group to be establishedwithin the OECD/NEA.
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2 FEPS AND SCENARIOS IN TVO-92 AND TILA-96

2.1 Finnish PA projects on spent fuel disposal

Four integrated performance and safety assessments of spent fuel disposal in the
crystalline bedrock have been carried out in the Finnish programme. The TVO-82
(Anttila et al. 1982) and TVO-85 (Peltonen et al. 1985, Vieno et al. 1985) assessments
were generic feasibility studies of the KBS-3 disposal concept. The site of the Olkiluoto
nuclear power plant at the coast of the Baltic Sea was used as an example site but no site
data from the deep bedrock was available at that time.

The TVO-92 safety analysis (Vieno et al. 1992) was based on site data from preliminary
investigations (incl. deep drillings) at five candidate sites (Kivetty in Konginkangas - now
a part of A~nekoski, Olkiluoto in Eurajoki, Romuvaara in Kuhmo, Syyry in Sievi,
Veitsivaara in Hyrynsalmi) as well as on the developments in technical plans (for
example, the two-layer ACP copper-steel canister design) and in supporting R & D.
TELA-96 (Vieno & Nordman 1996) was a continuation and update of TVO-92. It was
based on continued investigations at the three sites (Olkiluoto, Kivetty, Romuvaara)
selected for detailed investigations in 1992. A new copper canister design with a cast
iron insert, where there are holes for the emplacement of fuel assemblies, was
considered. The total amount of spent fuel to be disposed of in Finland was estimated to
consist of about 1870 tU of BWR fuel from the Olkiluoto reactors and 740 tU of VVER
type PWR fuel from the Loviisa reactors.

TVO-82 and TVO-85 (which were reported in Finnish) were rather comprehensive
performance assessment studies. A remarkable part of design-related analyses and
supporting R & D (for example, thermo-mechanical analyses, evaluations of the
longevity of bentonite buffer) were reported within the PA reports. TVO-92 and
TILA-96 (which are available in English) are more pronouncedly safety assessments
dealing with the potential radiological consequences of a sealed repository. The
evolution of the disposal system is usually discussed only as far as it affects the release
and transport of radionuclides from the repository into the biosphere. The developments
and results from site investigations, technical plans and supporting R & D are reported
in parallel and background reports of TVO-92 and TILA-96. The non-radiological
impacts of the spent fuel management and disposal system are considered in the ongoing
environmental impact assessment process.

2.2 Studies on FEPs and scenarios

The analysis of disruptive events in TVO-85 included consideration of the IAEA (1985)
list of phenomena potentially relevant to release scenarios for waste repositories. For
example, the probabilities and consequences of meteorite impact, human intrusion due to
exploratory drillings, and genesis of new faults and fractures in the bedrock were
evaluated. Special emphasis was put on postglacial rock displacements. Attempts were
made to estimate the likelihood that a postglacial fault would intersect the repository and
break canisters. The probability of a rock displacement intersecting the repository was
calculated to be about 0.003 per glaciation and the expectation number of broken
canisters 0.001 per glaciation (Vieno et al. 1985, Peltonen et al. 1986). The
consequences were evaluated by assuming that a rock movement equal to the largest
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known postglacial fault in Northern Europe, the Lainio-Suijavaara fault with a maximum
scarp of 35 metres, would intersect the repository.

In 1988 - 1989 VTT and TVO participated in the international working group of the
joint SKI/SKB. FEP exercise (Andersson et al. 1989). Based on that experience, VTT
compiled a list of FEP names (Vieno et al. 1989). The 82 FEPs in this list were
regrouped, renamed and partially modified from the 150 FEPs of the SKI/SKB exercise.

In 1994 we applied the RES (Rock Engineering System) methodology to identify FEPs for
near-field analysis (Vieno et al. 1994). The aims of the exercise were to learn and test the
RES methodology (Eng et al. 1994) and, secondly, to find out how much the results differ
when RES is applied by two different groups on the same problem. A similar exercise was
previously carried out by a SKB group (Widen & Selfin 1994). A total of 90 potentially
significant FEPs were identified. TVO's and SKB's exercises did not add any important FEPs
to those dealt with in the SKB 91 (SKB 1992) and TVO-92 safety analyses. The two
applications did, however, not produce identical lists of FEPs. Although both lists cover
basically the same features, processes and events, they appear as FEPs having different names
and also different scopes.

Andersson & King-Clayton (1996) compared and audited the TVO-92 scenario approach
against SKB's and SKI(s later applications of the RES and PID (Process Influence Diagram)
methods, respectively. Andersson and King-Clayton note that the approach applied in
TVO-92 differs in a fundamental way from the novel RES and PI) approaches. TVO-92 was
basically organised to derive calculation cases, starting with the base case (resulting in no
releases from initially intact copper-steel canisters), continuing with the reference scenario
case and then to the sensitivity analyses, whereas the RES and PID methods essentially follow
the evolution in the different barriers. Nevertheless, in general, the comparison showed that
TVO-92 covered most issues brought up in the later PID and RES exercises by SKB and
SKI.

Andersson & King-Clayton (1996) noted also some important deviations between TVO-92
and the more formal RES and PID approaches. The formal approaches specifically address
the issue of completeness, whereas TVO-92 does not address it explicitly. It is also noted that
rock mechanics, evolution of the buffer, evolution of geochemistry, and temperature were not
widely discussed in TVO-92. Our response to the latter note is that TVO-92 (and TILA-96)
are basically safety analyses focusing on the potential radiological consequences. Evolution
of the barriers is usually discussed only as far as it affects on the release and transport of
radionuclides from the repository into the biosphere. Rock mechanics, geochemistry and
long-term properties of barriers were discussed in more detail in the background and parallel
reports of TVO-92 and TILA-96. Temperature is a minor issue when canisters are assumed
to preserve their integrity for at least ten thousand years as was made in the reference scenario
of TVO-92.

Through our international contacts and cooperation, for example within the
OECD/NEA, the Crystalline Group of implementing organisations and recently also in
the research projects of the European Commission, we have had an opportunity to
closely follow the developments in FEPs treatment and scenario approaches in the
programmes of implementors as well as regulators in the other countries. When
preparing TILA-96, we were already familiar with five of the seven project-specific FEP
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databases in the present version of the NEA International FEP database. The inter-
national database offered us the first close look into the HMIP and WIPP databases.

23 Scenario approach of TVO-92 and TIILA-96

The TVO-92 and TILA-96 scenario approach may be called conventional or even old-
fashioned. No Process System definitions (SKI 1991, 1996), Process Influence Diagrams
(Chapman et al. 1995a, SKI 1996) or RES matrices (Eng et al. 1994, Skagius et al.
1995, SKB 1995) have been developed. Instead, TVO-92 and TJLA-96 take a direct use
of a large number of deterministic scenarios, which might be called also as cases of
consequence analysis or variants. The approach is depicted in Figure 2-1. The central
parts are the base case, the reference scenarios, and the sensitivity analysis scenarios.

| FEP LISTS |

BASE CASE
* Unaltered, present-day conditions
* Barriers performing as can be expected

* Cu/Fe canister => 'NOTHING, NEVER"

A UFAMILY' OF 3 REFERENCE SCENARIOS
* Initial small (5 mm2) hole in canister (SH)
* Initial large (1 cm2) hole in canister (LH)
* "Disappearing' canister at 10 000 years (RS)

* Conservative assumptions, models & data

SENSITIVITY ANALYSES

* Based on SH and RS scenarios
* Wide variations of assumpt., models & data
* "What if ?

IARE ALL RELEVANT FEPS COVERED? H
Figure 2-1. Scenario approach of TVO-92 and TILA-96.
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Base case

In the base case, conditions in the vicinity of the repository are assumed to be roughly
similar to what they are today at the depth of about 500 metres in the crystalline bedrock
at the candidate sites. The copper-iron canisters are assumed to be initially intact and also
other engineered barriers are assumed to perform as can reasonably be expected.

Provided that no major disruptive event or drastic change of geohydrological or
geochemical conditions hits the repository, initially intact copper-iron canisters will likely
preserve their integrity for millions of years and no significant amount of radioactive
substances will ever escape. Others who have studied the disposal of spent fuel in
copper canisters in saturated crystalline bedrock have come to the same conclusion
(SKB 1991, 1995, Worgan et al. 1995, Johnson et al. 1996). SKB (1995) calls this "no
release" scenario as the normal scenario. For safety assessment this implies that initial or
later defects in the copper canisters need to be postulated in order to carry out release
and transport analyses of radionuclides and to evaluate the transport-barrier performance
of the other engineered and natural components of the disposal system. For example, in
SKB's (SKB 1995) and AECL's (Johnson et al. 1996) recent safety assessments,
likelihoods of 0.0002 to 0.001 have been used for initially leaking copper canisters.

In TVO-92 and TLLA-96 the performance of the copper canister is discussed and the
base case of the safety assessment is supported in specific chapters (in TVO-92 chapters
8. Durability of canister, 9. Base case analysis, and 10. Behaviour of the ACP canister
after breaching of the copper mantle; in TILA-96 chapter 10. Performance of canister).

Reference scenarios

The release and transport behaviour of the disposal system is studied by means of a set
of reference scenarios where different kind of canister defects are postulated. In TILA-96
they include three cases:
* an initial small ('pinpoint"; 5 mm2) hole through the copper overpack (scen. SH)
* an initial large (fingertip"; 1 cm2) hole through the copper overpack (scen. LH)
* no physical containment ('disappearing" canister) after 10 000 years (scenario RS).
The cast iron insert is assumed to provide no physical hinder for the release of radionuclides.

Conservative assumptions and models, and deterministic, conservative data are used in
the reference scenarios. The calculations are performed for a single canister assumed to
be situated in the worst possible location in the repository as concerns the release
and transport of radionuclides. The transport analyses are performed under steady
circumstances with no time-dependent evolution of the conditions. Redox conditions
are assumed to be reducing except for the surface of the fuel where oxidising conditions
are assumed to prevail due to the alpha radiolysis. Bentonite, tunnel backfill, and
the rock around the repository are assumed to be saturated with water. The void space
inside the defective canister is also assumed to be filled with water. Effects of gas
generation and release are not modelled in these scenarios.

The three scenarios differ only as concerns the defect in the canister and the associated
conceptual modelling of the near-field transport. The same transport parameters
(solubilities, diffusivities, Kd values, and groundwater flow rates in the near-field rock)
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are used in the modelling of the initial defects and the later damage. The resaturation
period after the sealing of the repository and the effects of the elevated temperature
during the first thousand years are thus not explicitly modelled. The data used in the
release and transport analyses is, however, so conservative that it is expected to cover
most of these effects.

Sensitivity analyses

The key assumptions of the reference scenarios are varied in a wide range, mostly into
the conservative direction, in the sensitivity analyses. The scenarios aim also to evaluate
the effects of various uncertainties and variability as well as time-dependent evolution of
the disposal system. Furthermore, special scenarios are constructed to address "what if'
questions which might be interesting for the various stakeholders of the repository
project. Like in the reference scenarios, steady circumstances and boundary conditions
are applied within each variant. Scenarios of TVO-92 and TILA-96 are presented in
Tables 2-1 and 2-2, respectively.

Table 2-1. Scenalos of TVO-92 (Vieno et al. 1992).

RS reference scenario
- canister disappears at 10 000 years
- reducing conditions in the geosphere and the near-field except on

the surface of the fuel
- groundwater transit time Into the biosphere (tw) is 5 years

(WUq = tw/ 2bv= I04 yr/m)
- 2% into the well (effective dilution volume is 8-104 m3/yr)

RS3 canister "disappearso at 103years
RS5 canister disappears at 105years
RS6 canister "disappears at 106years

RN realistic near-field
RF realistic groundwater flow (tw = 25 yr; WUq = 5-104 yr/m)
RK realistic K.'s in the rock
RRR realistic near-field, groundwater flow, and Kd's

BW 100% directly into the well (effective dilution volume is 1.6-103 m3lyr)
BS 100% directly into the sea

SI saline chemistry, but wnon-saline gw flow (tw = 5 yr; WUq = 104 yr/m)
S2 saline chemistry and groundwater flow (tw = 100 yr; WL/q = 2-105 yr/m)

SC short-circuit groundwater flow (tw = 1 yr; WUq = 2-103 yr/m)
HS high solubilities for Pu, Np, and Am
CC SC & HS

ON oxidizing conditions In the near-field
00 oxidizing conditions in the near-field and the far-field
PG (Post-glacial) rock displacement at I 04years
PG3 (Post-glacial) rock displacement at 1 03 years

- a rock displacement intersects the repository and breaks canisters
- reducing conditions at the canister, oxidizing conditions in the

bentonite and the geosphere
- short-circuit (SC) groundwater flow (tw = 1 yr; WUq = 2-103 yr/m)
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Table 2-2. Scenarios of TILA-96 (Vieno & Nordman 1996).
SH Small (5 mM) Initial hole through the canister wall
SH-nfo SH: oxidising conditions in the near-field
SH-nff5 SH: transfer coefficient from bentonite into rock increased by a factor of 5
SH-tr1/5 SH: transport resistance (WUq) in the geosphere decreased by a factor of 5
SH-tr5 SH: transport resistance (WUq) in the geosphere increased by a factor of 5
SH-trl 0 SH: transport resistance (WUq) in the geosphere increased by a factor of 10
SH-n5t1/5 SH: combination of nff5 and tr1/5
SH-Pe10 SH: Peclet number = 10
SH-Pe2 SH: Peclet number = 2
SH-m4cm SH: penetration depth of matrix diffusion = 4.3 cm
SH-mIcm SH: penetration depth of matrix diffusion = 1 cm
SH-scff SH: saline chemistry, but fresh flow of groundwater
SH-sal SH: saline chemistry and flow of groundwater
SH-Olkl SH: saline chemistry and flow of groundwater, discharge into the sea
SH-irf1% SH: instant release fraction of I and Cs = 1%
SH-IKdO SH: no sorption of iodine
SH-nsl SH: no solubility limits
SH-rc SH: realistic release from waste forms and retardation
SH-real SH: realistic release from waste forms, retardation and flow of groundwater

LH Large (1 cm2) Initial hole through the canister wall

RS Reference scenario: canister OdIsappears at 10 000 years
RSO RS: Canister *disappears- at 0 years
RS3 RS: Canister *disappears at 103 years
RS5 RS: Canister 'disappears* at 1 05 years
RS6 RS: Canister adisappearsm at 106 years
RS-nfo RS: oxidising conditions in the near-field
RS-nff5 RS: transfer coefficients in the near-field increased by a factor of 5
RS-tr1/5 RS: transport resistance (WUq) in the geosphere decreased by a factor of 5
RS-tr5 RS: transport resistance (WUq) in the geosphere increased by a factor of 5
RS-trIO RS: transport resistance (WLUq) in the geosphere increased by a factor of 10
RS-nStlI5 RS: combination of nff5 and tr1/5

AS-PeO RS: Peclet number= =10
RS-Pe2 RS: Peclet number = 2
RS-m4cm RS: penetration depth of matrix diffusion = 4.3 cm
RS-mIcm RS: penetration depth of matrix diffusion = 1 cm
RS-scff RS: saline chemistry, but fresh flow of groundwater
RS-sal RS: saline chemistry and flow of groundwater
RS-Olki RS: saline chemistry and flow of groundwater, discharge into the sea
RS-irf1% RS: instant release fraction of I and Cs = 1%
RS-IKdO RS: no sorption of iodine
RS-nsl RS: no solubility limits
RS-rc RS: realistic release from waste forms and retardation
RS-real RS: realistic release from waste forms, retardation and flow of groundwater
RSO-real RS: canister *disappears at 0 years, realistic release from waste forms,

retardation and flow of groundwater
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Remaining FEPs and open issues

The cumulative experiences from past safety assessments in Finland and abroad, and the
available FEP lists have been used when developing the cases of consequence analysis
in the base case, reference scenarios and sensitivity analyses. The other main use of the
FEP lists is after the cases of consequence analysis have been defined. The lists are then
used to check whether all relevant FEPs are adequately covered by the selected
scenarios. If not, additional scenarios need to be considered or the remaining FEPs need
to be discussed at least qualitatively or maybe marked as open issues to be resolved later.

In TVO-92 the remaining FEPs were handled by discussing first the scenario
development methods in general and secondly the 16 primary FEPs kept outside the
Process System in the joint SKI/SKB scenario development project (Andersson et al.
1989) and in SKI's Project-90 safety assessment (SKI 1991). Special chapters of mostly
qualitative discussions were then devoted to:
* Colloids, complexes and microbes (Chapter 13.3.2 of TVO-92)
* Gases (13.3.3)
* Earthquakes (13.3.4)
* Glaciations (13.3.5)
* Human intrusion (13.3.6).

Both TVO-92 and TILA-96 include a chapter discussing implications for future research.
TILA-96 indicated research needs, for example, concerning gas generation and release,
geochernical conditions (especially, the system of brackish and sulphate-rich, saline and
very saline groundwaters, and redox conditions at the Olkiluoto site at the coast of
the Baltic Sea), and potential effects of the very saline (brine) groundwater observed
deep in Olliluoto.

Multiple canister failures

In TVO-92 and TfLA-96, all the release and transport analyses of radionuclides are basically
performed for a single canister. A most straightforward estimate of the potential
consequences of multiple failures of canisters has been obtained by multiplying the single
canister results by the number of canisters assumed to be failed or by the total number of
canisters in the repository. The multiplying approach results in very conservative estimates of
the consequences Fr rather conservative assumptions and data have been used in
the single canister analyses (for example, instant release fraction of iodine is 10%).
The defective canister has been assumed to be situated in the worst possible location in the
repository as concerns release and transport of radionuclides. Furthermore, the multiplying
of these results implies that all the canisters are assumed to fail simultaneously and to be
located at the very same (i.e. the worst possible) spot in the repository. Therefore, the
manifold release peak is not dispersed by any temporal or spatial variability or heterogeneity
as would take place in reality.
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Motivation of the approach

The scenario approach applied in TVO-92 and TLLA-96 is motivated by three main
factors:
* The ambiguity that the "too good" leak-tight copper canister causes for the release

and transport analyses of radionudlides (see the above discussion under "Base
case").

* The regulatory guidance emphasising that the safety assessment must be
conservative, robust, traceable, transparent, and reproducible.

* Repeating of the FEP and scenario exercises carried out previously by larger
programmes (for examnple. 5KB and SKI) on simnilar disposal concepts were not
wise use of the limited resources.
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3 AUDITING

3.1 Aims and procedure

The aim of the auditing is to discuss how the FEPs in the International FEP database
have been treated in TVO-92 and TILA-96. The auditing is made against all the 1261
project-specific FEPs in the present version of the international database. The master list
of the 150 International FEPs (see Chapter 1) of the database contains generalised,
heading-type FEPs, the actual contents of which are defined by the project-specific FEPs
which are mapped to them. Each project-specific FEP is mapped to one or more of the
FEPs in the master list.

In the next section, the project FEPs will be considered one by one in the alphabetic
order. The organisation of the FEPs is different in the different project databases and
treating the FEPs in the alphabetic order helps us to avoid repetitions in the cases of
overlapping FEPs. The name of the FEP is followed by the code of the database and the
original FEP number in that database. For each FEP, the actual contents and meaning is
found out from the original FEP database. For example, in the AECL database the FEPs
are organised into three main classes: vault (near-field), geosphere, and biosphere. The
same FEP name may appear in all three classes, but with a quite different contents.

The classification scheme used in the auditing is presented in Table 3-1. It contains nine
classes for FEPs considered in a way or another in TVO-92 or TILA-96 or in the
previous TVO-85 or in the technical design of the disposal system. There are five
additional classes for FEPs which, in our mind, can be excluded. And finally, there is
a class for potentially relevant FEPs not considered. In the comments, we will explain the
contents of the FEP, if it is not obvious from the FEP name, and tell how the FEP is
treated in TVO-92 and TILA-96.
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Table 3-1. Classification of FEPs in the auditing.

Considered FEPs

Scenario
Model
Covered by conceptual
model

Primary data
Data selection

Design

Discussed

Mentioned

TVO-85

Modelled in release and transport analyses
Covered by the conservative conceptual models (for
example, the U-tube flow through the repository) used
in TVO-92 and TILA-96
Parameter in release and transport analyses
Taken into consideration when selecting parameter
values for release and transport analyses
Taken into consideration in the design of the disposal
system
Discussed (with reference to the chapter / page in
concern)
Discussed briefly I mentioned (with reference to the
chapter / page in concem)
Considered/discussedlmentioned in TVO-85

FEPs which can be
excluded

Assessment basis

Biosphere

Generic

Very low probability
Very low consequences

Note: These are posterior assessments, no formal
exclusion criteria were applied.

FEP is not relevant in post-closure safety assessment
of disposal of spent fuel in copper-iron canisters in the
Finnish crystalline bedrock.
FEP is related to transport or dose pathways of radio-
nuclides in the biosphere. A stylised drinking water well
scenario was used for indicative dose assessment in
TILA-96. In TVO-92 dose conversion factors were
based on more detailed biosphere analysis.
The FEP name and the definition given in the project
database have a broad scope and are covered by
other, more specific FEPs.

Not considered FEPs
Not considered
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3.2 FEP by FEP

Abandonment of unsealed repository
Assessment basis

NEA 2.2.9

4.16Access tunnels and shafts NAGRA
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: TILA-96 and TVO-92 assume U-tube flow through the repository.

Accidental intrusion
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.6 of TVO-92.

HMP 5.2.4

Accidents during operation
Accidents during operation
Assessment basis

SKI/SKB
NEA

5.10
2.2.6

Accumulation in peat
Accumulation in sediments
Accumulation in soil
Accumulation in soils and organic debris
Biosphere

SKICSKB
SKI/SKB
wIIPP
NEA

7.02
7.01
2.103
1.6.12

Accumulation of gases under permafrost
TVO-85

SKIUSKB 5.22

Acid rain
Acid rain
TVO-85

AECL
WIPP

3.001
3.48

Actinide sorption
Model

WIPP 2.061

Advection
Advection and dispersion
Model

WIre
NEA

Aeolian deposition
Aeolian erosion
Assessment basis.
Comment: Aeolian deposits consist of flying sand.

wUPP
WIjPP

2.090
1.6.1

1.46
1.43

2.4.7
8.39

Agricultural and fisheries practice changes
Agricultural practices
Biosphere

NEA
NAGRA
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Alkali flats AECL 3.002
Biosphere
Comment: Extreme and continuous dry weather can cause the accumulation of salts and
contaminants at the soil surface, where water continuously evaporates.

Alpha recoil WIPP 2.099
Not considered
Comment: The kinetic energy (approx. 0.07 MeV following the law of conservation of
linear momentum) that alpha-decay daughters, e.g. U-234, obtain may affect their release
from the fuel or rock matrix. These effects are not specifically discussed in TELA-96 or
TVO-92, but the conservative "a-self-oxidation" fuel dissolution model and retardation
data of actinides and their daughters are considered to cover them.

Alteration/weathering of flow paths SITE-94 1
TVO-85

Altered soil or surface water chemistry NEA 2.4.5
Altered soil or water surface chemistry by human activities WIPP 3.46
Altered surface water chemistry by humans SKI/SKB 7.08
Mentioned
Comment: Page 212 of TVO-92.

Animal diets AECL 3.003
Animal grooming and fighting AECL 3.004
Animal soil ingestion AECL 3.005
Animal uptake NEA 1.7.2
Animal uptake WIEPP 2.102
Animals WIPP 1.70
Biosphere

Anion-exclusion SITE-94 2
Model

Anoxic corrosion NAGRA 2.06
Model

Anthropogenic climate change NEA 2.4.9
TVO-85

Arable farming WIPP 3.53
Biosphere

Archaeological investigation NEA 2.3.9
Archeological excavations WIPP 3.17
Archeological intrusion SKI/SKB 5.37
Archeological investigations WIPP 3.06
Not considered
Comment: This particular form of human intrusion is not specifically mentioned in
TILA-96, TVO-92 or TVO-85.
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Ashes and sewage sludge fertilizers
Biosphere
Comment: These materials, which may be contaminated, may be
increase plant yield.

AECL 3.006

applied to land to

Assessment basis FEPs
Assessment basis FEPs
Assessment basis

wIEPP
wUPP

4.01
4.02

Atmosphere
Biosphere

NAGRA 8.27

Backfill characteristics
Backfill chemical composition
Data selection

AECL
W1PP

1.01
2.010

Backfill effects on Cu corrosion
Mentioned
Comment: Page 90 of TVO-92.

SKIJ/SKB 2.1.09

Backfill evolution AECL 1.02
Data selection
Comment: The TILA-96 data related to the transport of radionuclides through the
backfill is in general rather conservative. All the variants dealing with release and
transport of radionuclides assume, however, steady time-invariant circumstances and
boundary conditions in the near-field.

Backfill material deficiencies
Backfill physical composition
Data selection

SKI/SKB 3.2.11
WIPP 2.009

Bacteria and microbes in soil
Biosphere

AECL 3.007

Basement alteration NAGRA 9.08
TVO-85
Comment: The FEP is related to the erosion of the crystalline bedrock.

Bentonite cementation NAGRA 3.13
Design
Comment: Interaction with water vapour might cause cementation of bentonite. The
temperature at the canister-bentonite interface will be below the boiling point of water
during the operation period as well as after the sealing of the repository.

Bentonite emplacement and composition
Design

NAGRA 3.01

Bentonite erosion
TVO-85

NAGRA 3.06
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Bentonite plasticity NAGRA 3.05
Design

Bentonite porewater chemistry NAGRA 3.09
Data selection

Bentonite saturation NAGRA 3.03
Design
Comment: Initial saturation of bentonite, and the ways to achieve the desired saturation
after the sealing are design factors. In the thermal analysis, the heat conductivity of dry
bentonite has been conservatively used. In the release and transport analyses of
radionuclides, bentonite has been assumed to be fully saturated with water.

Bentonite swelling, buffer S1TE-94 3
Bentonite swelling pressure NAGRA 3.04
Design

Bioaccumulation AECL 3.008
Bioaccumulation and translocation HMIP 4.2.5
Bioconcentration AECL 3.009
Biosphere

Biofilms WIPP 2.088
Mentioned
Comment: In the WIPP database, it is mentioned that microbes growing on surfaces of
rock fractures may be a beneficial factor as they may retain microbes and radionuclides
transported in the fractures. Biofilm may have also adverse effects, e.g. by hindering
sorption or matrix diffusion. In TVO-92 biofilms (microbe growth on rock surfaces) are
mentioned on page 217.

Biogas production AECL 3.010
Biosphere
Comment: The FEP deals with biogas production for heating.

Biogeochemical processes EIMIP 4.2.6
Biosphere
Comment: The FEP deals with the effects of (geo)chemical processes on the transport
in the biosphere.

Biological activity AECL 1.03
Discussed
Comment: The FEP deals with the biological activity in the repository and geosphere.
These phenomena are discussed in Chapters 8 of TVO-92 and 10.1 of TILA-96
(sulphate-reducing bacteria) and Chapter 13.3.2 (microbial effects in general) of
TVO-92.

Biological evolution AECL 3.011
Biomagnification AECL 3.012
Biosphere
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Biotoxicity AECL 3.013
Assessment basis

Bioturbation NAGRA 8.35
Bioturbation of soil and sediment AECL 3.014
Biosphere

Blasting and vibration AECL 2.01
Data selection
Comment: The FEP deals with the effects of excavation methods on the properties of
disturbed rock zones.

Blowouts WIPP 3.23
Assessment basis
Comment: The FEP deals with drillings and fluid flow from pressurised zones through
the borehole to the land surface. The Finnish crystalline bedrock does not contain highly
pressurised zones of fluids or gases. The differences in the hydraulic head are covered by
the assumed U-tube flow through the repository.

Bomb blast AECL 2.02
TVO-85

Borehole seal failure AECL 2.04
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: TELA-96 and TVO-92 assume U-tube flow through the repository.

Borehole - well AECL 2.03
Data selection
Comment: In the reference scenarios, the migration path from the canister deposition
hole into the well is 400 metres in TVO-92 and 600 metres in TVO-96. The assessments
also include scenarios with an enhanced transport (low value of WLJq = flow wetted
surface / Darcy velocity) from the deposition hole into the well.

Borehole-induced geochemical changes WIPP 3.36
Not considered
Comment: Fracture zones intersecting the repository as well as shafts and disturbed
zones around them are more likely potential sources of geohydrological and geochemical
disturbances than poorly sealed boreholes.

Borehole-induced mineralization WIPP 3.35
Very low consequences

Borehole-induced solution and subsidence WIPP 3.34
Very low probability

Boreholes - exploration AECL 2.05
TVO-85
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Boundary conditions AECL 1.04
Boundary conditions for flow NAGRA 7.05
Model

Breccia pipes WIPP 1.20
Assessment basis
Comment: Breccia pipes are cavities formed in deep dissolution of salt and other
evaporite minerals.

Brine inflow WIPP 2.040
Brine reservoirs WIPP 1.02
Assessment basis
Comment: The FEPs are related to disposal in salt formations. Effects of saline ground-
waters are taken into consideration in TILA-96 and TVO-92.

Buffer additives AECL 1.05
Design

Buffer characteristics AECL 1.06
Data selection

Buffer evolution AECL 1.07
Data selection
Comment: The TILA-96 and TVO-92 data related to diffusion and retardation in the
bentonite buffer is in general rather conservative when compared with other safety
assessments (see e.g. Stenhouse & P6ttinger 1994, SKI 1996). All the variants dealing
with release and transport of radionuclides assume, however, steady time-invariant
circumstances and boundary conditions in the near-field.

Buffer impermeability NAGRA 3.08
Design
Comment: TILA-96 and TVO-92 do not include scenarios where there would be
significant advective flow of groundwater through the bentonite buffer.

Building materials AECL 3.015
Burrowing animals AECL 3.016
Biosphere

Canister failure (alternative modes) NAGRA 2.12a
Scenario
Comment: Initial defects.

Canister failure (reference) NAGRA 2.12b
Scenario

Canister or container movement NEA 3.3.1
Canister sinking NAGRA 3.07
TVO-85
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Canister temperature NAGRA 2.19
TVO-85

Canister thickness NAGRA 2.02
Primary data

Canister/bentonite interaction NAGRA 3.14
Not considered
Comment: The FEP deals with the effects of non-gaseous corrosion products of canister
on bentonite. Corrosion of copper is too slow to cause significant effects on bentonite.
The main effects of corrosion of iron are gas generation and mechanical effects on the
canister structure which are discussed in TILA-96 and TVO-92.

Capillary rise NAGRA 8.31
Capillary rise in soil AECL 3.017
Biosphere
Comment: Both FEPs deal with capillary rise in soil.

Carcasses AECL 3.018
Biosphere
Comment: Carcasses are bodies and remains of dead animals.

Carcinogenic contaminants AECL 3.019
Biosphere

Cast steel canister NAGRA 2.01
Design

Cave in SITE-94 4
Cave ins AECL 1.08
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: The FEPs deal with cave in and stress-induced cracking of rock in the roofs
and around of the disposal tunnels. These effects are covered by the assumed U-tube
flow through the repository.

Cavings WIPP 2.085
TVO-85
Comment: The FEP is related to human intrusion by drilling. Cavings arise when material
from the borehole wall collapses into the borehole behind the drill bit.

Cavitation AECL 2.06
TVO-85
Comment: The FEP deals with cavitations formed in the bedrock or soils due to intensive
flow of groundwater. In the Finnish crystalline bedrock such cavitations may be formed
in the melting phase of glaciation.

Cellulosic degradation NEA 3.2.5
Assessment basis
Comment: Effects of stray materials left in the spent fuel repository are discussed in
TVO-92.
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Change in sealevel SKI/SKB 5.31
Model
Comment: Changes in sea level (postglacial land uplift at the coast of the Baltic Sea) are
taken into consideration in the groundwater flow modelling of the Olkiluoto site. In
a scenario, the Olkiluoto island is assumed to have become an inland site.

Change of groundwater chemistry in nearby rock SKI/SKB 4.1.08
Scenario
Comment: The FEP deals with effects of repository materials and radiolysis on
groundwater chemistry in nearby rock. TVO-92 includes a scenario where conditions
in the repository and geosphere are assumed to be oxidising.

Changed hydrostatic pressure on canister SKI/SKB 5.23
Design
Comment: The canister is designed to withstand an excessive hydrostatic pressure caused
by three kilometres of ice during a glaciation.

Changes in fracture properties WIPP 1.09
TVO-85

Changes in geochemistry due to mining WIPP 3.38
Very low probability
Comment: The candidate sites are located in areas of common rock types and have a low
ore and mineral potential.

Changes in geometry and driving forces of the flow system HMIP 2.2.1
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: TILA-96 and TVO-92 assume U-tube flow through the repository.

Changes in groundwater Eh WIPP 1.36
Scenario

Changes in Groundwater Flow SKI/SKB 4.2.05
Changes in groundwater flow due to explosions WIPP 3.39
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: TILA-96 and TVO-92 assume U-tube flow through the repository.

Changes in groundwater flow due to mining WIPP 3.37
Very low probability
Comment: The candidate sites are located in areas of common rock types and have a low
ore and mineral potential.

Changes in groundwater pH WIPP 1.37
Data selection

Changes in groundwater recharge and discharge WIPP 1.56
Model
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Changes in in-situ stress field NEA 3.3.2
Design
Comment: Potential (non-drastic) changes in the stress field are taken into consideration
in the design of the disposal system. Effects of a particular type of drastic change are
considered in the postglacial faulting scenario of TVO-92.

Changes in radionuclide inventory SITE-94 5
Model
Comment: The FEP deals with the effects of radioactive decay.

Changes in regional stress WIPP 1.03
Design
Comment: Potential (non-drastic) changes in the regional stress field are taken into
consideration in the design of the disposal system. Effects of a particular type of drastic
change are considered in the postglacial faulting scenario of TVO-92.

Changes in sorptive surfaces WIPP 2.063
Data selection

Changes in the Earth's magnetic field NEA 1.2.2
Very low consequences

Changes in the stress field WIPP 2.021
Assessment basis
Comment: The FEP deals with changes in the stress field caused by salt creeping.

Changes of the magnetic field SKI/SKB 5.20
Very low consequences

Charcoal production AECL 3.020
Biosphere

CHEMICAL NEA 3.2
Generic

Chemical alteration of buffer/backfill SITE-94 6
Data selection
Comment: The TILA-96 and TVO-92 data related to the transport of radionuclides
through the buffer and backfill is in general rather conservative when compared with
other safety assessments (see e.g. Stenhouse & Pbttinger 1994, SKI 1996). All the
variants dealing with release and transport of radionuclides assume, however, steady
time-invariant circumstances and boundary conditions in the near-field.

Chemical buffering (canister corrosion products) NAGRA 2.14
Data selection
Comment: Corrosion products of iron contribute to maintaining reducing conditions in
the near-field.
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Chemical degradation of backfill WIPP 2.075
Data selection
Comment: The TILA-96 data related to the transport of radionuclides through the
backfill is in general rather conservative. All the variants dealing with release and
transport of radionuclides assume, however, steady time-invariant circumstances and
boundary conditions in the near-field.

Chemical degradation of seals WIPP 2.074
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: TLLA-96 and TVO-92 assume U-tube flow through the repository.

Chemical denudation and weathering NEA 1.4.9
TVO-85

Chemical effects of corrosion WIPP 2.051
Data selection
Comment: The FEP deals with the redox buffering capacity of corrosion products and
gas generation.

Chemical effects of rock reinforcement SKI/SKB 4.2.10
Data selection
Comment: Concrete in the repository may affect chemical conditions in the repository
and nearby rock. The T1LA-96 and TVO-92 data related to retardation and transport of
radionuclides is in general rather conservative when compared with other safety
assessments (see e.g. McKinley & Savage 1994, Stenhouse & Pattinger 1994,
SKI 1996).

Chemical gradients AECL 1.09
Chemical gradients NEA 1.6.14
Chemical gradients WIPP 2.097
Model

Chemical interactions AECL 1.10
Data selection

Chemical kinetics AECL 1.11
Not considered

Chemical precipitation AECL 3.021
Biosphere
Comment: The FEP deals with chemical precipitation in the biosphere.

Chemical reactions (copper corrosion) SKI/SKB 2.1.01
Model

Chemical sabotage SKI/SKB 5.05
Not considered
Comment: This particular form of human intrusion is not specifically mentioned in
TILA-96, TVO-92 or TVO-85.
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Chemical toxicity AECL 3.022
Chemical toxicity of wastes SKI/SKB 7.04
Assessment basis

Chemical transformations NEA 1.7.6
Generic

Chemical weathering WIPP 1.42
TVO-85

Chemotoxic gases HMIP 1.2.5
Assessment basis

City on the site SKI/SKB 7.11
Not considered
Comment: Potential adverse effects on geohydrology are covered by the conservative
flow model and data (U-tube flow through the repository).

Climate AECL 3.023
Climate change AECL 1.12
Climate change AECL 2.07
Climate change AECL 3.024
Climate change WIPP 1.61
Climate change Human induced HMIP 3.1.1
Climate change Natural UMIP 3.1.2
CLIMATOLOGICAL NEA 1.3
Discussed
Comment: Glaciation-related climate changes and the greenhouse effect are discussed in
Chapter 13.3.5 of TVO-92.

Co-disposal of reactive wastes NEA 2.2.3
Co-storage of other waste SKI(SKB 5.06
Assessment basis

Coagulation of bentonite SKI/SKB 3.1.05
Coagulation of bentonite SITE-94 7
Very low consequences
Comment: Coagulation or flocculation is the process by which dispersed clay particles
begin to stick together in suspensions. It is only expected to take place in a dilute clay-
water system. Coagulation limits the erosion of the buffer/backfill.

Coastal erosion WIPP 1.66
Coastal erosion and estuarine development NEA 1.4.6
Assessment basis
Comment: Coastal erosion is not very significant in the Finnish conditions and sites.
General erosion of the Finnish crystalline bedrock is discussed in TVO-85.

Coastal surge, storms and hurricanes NEA 1.3.3
Very low consequences
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Coastal water use WIPP 3.50
Biosphere

Collapse breccias WIPP 1.21
Assessment basis
Comment: The FEP deals with cavities formed in deep dissolution of salt and other
evaporite minerals.

Collisions, explosions and impacts AECL 3.025
TVO-85

Colloid fitration NAGRA 3.11
Colloid filtration WIPP 2.080
Colloid formation AECL 2.08
Colloid formation NAGRA 1.21
Colloid formation and stability WIPP 2.079
Colloid formation, dissolution and transport NEA 1.6.9
Colloid generation and transport SKIISKB 5.45
Colloid generation and transport SITE-94 8
Colloid generation - source SKI/SKB 3.1.04
Colloid generation-source SITE-94 9
Colloid sorption WIPP 2.081
Colloid transport WIPP 2.078
Colloids AECL 1.13
Colloids AECL 3.026
Colloids NAGRA 4.12
Colloids, complexing agents SKI/SKB 4.1.03
Colloids/particles in canister SITE-94 10
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.2 of TVO-92 and page 159 of TILA-96.

Common cause canister defects - quality control SKI/SKB 2.5.02
Scenario
Comment: Chapter 14 of TILA-96.

Common cause failures NEA 2.1.7
Generic

Complexation by organics AECL 1.14
Complexation by organics AECL 2.09
Complexing agents SKI/SKB 4.1.09
Complexing agents NEA 1.6.10
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.2 of TVO-92.

Conceptual model - hydrology AECL 2.10
Model
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Concrete AECL 1.15
Data selection
Comment: Concrete in the repository may affect chemical conditions in the repository
and nearby rock. The TELA-96 and TVO-92 data related to retardation and transport of
radionuclides is in general rather conservative when compared with other safety
assessments (see e.g. McKinley & Savage 1994, Stenhouse & Pdttinger 1994,
SKI 1996).

Concrete hydration
Very low consequences

WIPP 2.073

Congruent dissolution
Model

NAGRA 1.11b

Consolidation of seals
Assessment basis
Comment: The FEP is related to disposal in salt formations.

WIPP 2.036

Consolidation of waste
Assessment basis

WIPP 2.032

Construction of underground facilities (for example storage, disposal,
accommodation) WIPP
TVO-85

3.16

Consumption of uncontaminated products
Biosphere

NAGRA 8.44

Container corrosion products AECL 1.16
Data selection
Comment: Corrosion products of iron contribute to maintaining reducing conditions
in the near-field. Also gas generation due to corrosion is considered.

Container failure (early)
Container failure (long-term)
Scenario

AECL
AECL

1.17
1.18

Container failure (mechanical processes)
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 8 of TVO-92.

AECL 1.19

Container form
Design

WIPP 2.004

Container healing
Not considered
Comment: This is a positive FEP.

AECL 1.20
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Container integrity
Scenario

WIPP 2.034

Container material inventory
Primary data

WIPP 2.005

Container metal corrosion
Model

HMIIP 1.1.1

Containers - partial corrosion AECL 1.21
Very low consequences
Comment: This is a positive FEEP dealing with the mass transport resistance of a partially
corroded canister.

Contaminated products (non-food)
Biosphere

NAGRA 8.42

Convection
Convection
Convection
Model

AECL
AECL
WIPP

1.22
2.11
2.043

Convection, turbulence and diffusion (atmospheric)
Biosphere

AECL 3.027

Coprecipitates/solid solutions
Discussed
Comment: Page 65 of TILA-96.

NAGRA 1.14

Correlation
Correlation
Correlation
Generic

AECL
AECL
AECL

Corrosion
Corrosion of copper canister
Corrosion of metal parts
Corrosion of steel vessel
Corrosion on wetting
Corrosion prior to wetting
Model

AECL
SITE-94
SITE-94
SITE-94
NAGRA
SITE-94

1.23
2.12
3.023

1.24
11
12
13
2.03
14

Corrosion products (physical effects)
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 10.2 of TILA-96.

NAGRA 2.18

Corrosive agents, Sulphides, oxygen etc.
Primary data

SKIU/SKB 2.1.08
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Coupled effects (electrophoresis) SKI/SKB 2.1.02
Very low consequences
Comment: Electrophoresis is migration of ions in an electrical field. Probably this can
occur only in connection with galvanic corrosion. Galvanic corrosion is considered in
TVO-92.

Coupled processes AECL 1.25
Generic

Cracking along welds SKIt/SKB 2.3.06
Creeping of copper SKT/SKB 2.2
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 8 of TVO-92.

Creeping of rock mass SKI/SKB 4.2.09
Creeping of rock mass, near-field SITE-94 15
TVO-85

Creeping of steel/copper SITE-94 16
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 8 of TVO-92.

Critical group - agricultural labour AECL 3.029
Critical group - clothing and home furnishings AECL 3.030
Critical group - evolution AECL 3.031
Critical group - house location AECL 3.032
Critical group - individuality AECL 3.033
Critical group - leisure pursuits AECL 3.034
Critical group - pets AECL 3.035
Biosphere

Criticality AECL 1.26
Criticality SKI/SKB 1.1.01
Criticality SITE-94 17
TVO-85

Crop fertilizers and soil conditioners AECL 3.036
Crop storage AECL 3.037
Cure for cancer AECL 3.038
Biosphere

Cuttings WIPP 2.084
TVO-85
Comment: Cuttings are materials intersected by the drill bit and brought to the surface
in a human intrusion scenario. Probability and consequences of an exploratory drilling
hitting a canister are discussed also on pages 32 and 33 of TIELA-96.

Damage to the ozone layer WIPP 3.49
Very low consequences
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Damaged or deviating fuel SKI/SKB 1.3
Data selection
Comment: High-burnup fuel has been taken into consideration when selecting instant
release fractions of radionuclides.

Damaged zone AECL 2.13
Model

Damming of streams or rivers WIPP 3.42
Dams AECL 2.14
Dams and reservoirs, built/drained NEA 2.4.2
TVO-85
Comment: Potential adverse effects on geohydrology are covered by the conservative
flow model and data (U-tube flow through the repository).

Decontamination materials left SKI/SKB 5.04
Mentioned
Comment: Effects of stray materials left in the repository are discussed on page 212 of
TVO-92.

Deep dissolution WIPP 1.18
Assessment basis
Comment: The FEP is related to disposal in salt formations.

Deep groundwater abstraction NAGRA 11.05
Model
Comment: Use of water from a bored well is the main exposure pathway in TILA-96 and
TVO-92.

Deep saline water intrusion SITE-94 18
Scenario
Comment: Effects of saline groundwaters are taken into consideration in TILA-96 and
TVO-92.

Degradation of fuel elements S1TE-94 19
Model

Degradation of hole- and shaft seals SKI/SKB 5.11
Degradation of hole and shaft seals SITE-94 20
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: TILA-96 and TVO-92 assume U-tube flow through the repository.

Degradation of organic material WIPP 2.044
Assessment basis
Comment: The FEP deals with a case where the waste itself contains organic material.
Effects of stray materials left in the spent fuel repository are discussed in TVO-92.
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Degradation of rock reinforcement and grout S]TE-94 21
Data selection
Comment: Concrete in the repository may affect chemical conditions in the repository
and nearby rock. The TILA-96 and TVO-92 data related to retardation and transport of
radionuclides is in general rather conservative when compared with other safety
assessments (see e.g. McKinley & Savage 1994, Stenhouse & Pottinger 1994,
SKI 1996). Geohydrological effects are covered by the assumed U-tube flow through the
repository.

Degradation of the bentonite by chemical reactions SKJ?/SKB 3.1.01
Data selection
Comment: The TILA-96 and TVO-92 data related to diffusion and retardation in the
bentonite buffer is in general rather conservative when compared with other safety
assessments (see e.g. Stenhouse & Pottinger 1994, SKI 1996). All the variants dealing
with release and transport of radionuclides assume, however, steady time-invariant
circumstances and boundary conditions in the near-field.

Deliberate drilling intrusion WIPP 3.12
Deliberate intrusion HMIIP 5.2.2
Deliberate mining intrusion WIPP 3.18
TVO-85
Comment: The candidate sites are located in areas of common rock types and have a low
ore and mineral potential.

Demographic change and urban development WIPP 3.56
Demographic change, urban development NEA 2.4.8
Not considered
Comment: Potential adverse effects on geohydrology are covered by the conservative
flow model and data (U-tube flow through the repository).

Density effects on groundwater flow WIPP 1.26
Density-driven groundwater flow (thermal) NAGRA 5.12
Density-driven groundwater flows (temperature/salinity differences)

NAGRA 7.13
Density-driven groundwater flows (thermal) NAGRA 6.12
Model

Denudation NEA 1.4.2
TVO-85

Deposition (wet and dry) AECL 3.039
Biosphere

Dermal sorption WIPP 2.107
Dermal sorption (except tritium) AECL 3.040
Dermal sorption (tritium) AECL 3.041
Biosphere
Comment: Dermal sorption is sorption on the skin.
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Desaturation (pumping) effects
Desaturation/resaturation of EDZ
Not considered

MUMIP
NAGRA

1.5.1
4.03

Desert and unsaturation
Very low probability

SKI/SKB 5.32

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Design and construction FEPs
Design and construction FEPs
Design modification
Design

NEA
WIPP
WIPP
NEA

2.1
4.03
4.04
2.1.9

Deviant inventory flask
Design

NAGRA 1.27

Dewatering
Dewatering of host rock
Not considered

AECL
NEA

2.15
2.1.5

Diagenesis
Diagenesis
Diagenesis
Very low consequences
Comment: Diagenesis refers to physicochemical alteration
compaction and cementation as a consequence of shallow burial.

HMIP
SKI/SKB
NEA

2.1.4
7.10
1.2.5

of sediment during

Diapirism UIMIP 2.1.5
Diapirism NEA 1.2.7
Diapirism WIPP 1.07
Assessment basis
Comment: Diapirism is a process by which plastic, low density rocks (most commonly
evaporites) may flow and rise upwards through more dense overlying rocks.

Differential elastic response
Differential thermal expansion of near-field barriers
Differing thermal expansion of repository components
Design

NEA
SITE-94
WIPP

Diffusion
Diffusion
Diffusion
Diffusion
Diffusion
Diffusion in and through failed canister
Model

AECL
AECL
NEA
SITE-94
WIPP
SITE-94

3.1.1
22
2.031

1.27
2.16
1.6.2
23
2.091
24
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Diffusion - surface diffusion SKI/SKB 3.2.06
Model
Comment: Surface diffusion of cations is conservatively taken into consideration when
modelling diffusion of radionuclides through buffer and backfill, but not in the modelling
of matrix diffusion in the geosphere.

Dilution SKI/SKB 6.05
Primary data
Comment: In the WELL-94 scenario, the annual releases from the repository into the
biosphere are assumed to be diluted in 100 000 m3 of water.

Dilution of buffer/backfill SITE-94 25
Discussed
Comment: The FEP deals with the swelling and intrusion of buffer/backfill into the rock
or voids in a defective canister. These phenomena are discussed on pages 98 and 130 of
TVO-92.

Dilution of radionuclides in groundwater (LPD to HPD or MWCF)
NAGRA 5.23

Dilution of radionuclides in groundwater (MWCF to HPD & Biosph.)
NAGRA 6.23

Dilution of radionuclides in HPD NAGRA 7.07
Dilution of radionuclides in surface water (aquifer, river, lake etc.)

NAGRA 8.21
Primary data
Comment: In the WELL-94 scenario, the annual releases from the repository into the
biosphere are assumed to be diluted in 100 000 m3 of water.

Discharge zones AECL 2.17
Model
Comment: Discharge zones of contaminated groundwater are identified in the ground-
water flow modelling. In the biosphere analysis, TILA-96 employs a stylised well
scenario independent of the discharge zone.

Dispersion AECL 1.28
Dispersion AECL 3.042
Dispersion AECL 2.18
Dispersion SKI/SKB 6.04
Dispersion SITE-94 26
Model

Disposal Geometry WIPP 2.001
Model
Comment: The FEP deals with the modelling of the disposal geometry in PA
calculations.

Disruption due to gas effects WIPP 2.025
Discussed
Comment: Chapters 8 (helium gas effects) and 10 (corrosion gas effects) of TVO-92.
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Dissolution chemistry SKIISKB 1.2.09
Data selection
Comment: The FEP deals with the effects of water chemistry on fuel dissolution.

Dissolution of fracture fillings/precipitations
TVO-85

Dissolution of waste
Dissolution, precipitation and crystallisation
Model

Distribution and release of nuclides from the geosphere
Model

SKI/SKB 5.25

WIPP
NEA

2.058
1.6.8

SITE-94 27

Disturbed rock zone
Disturbed zone (hydromechanical) effects
Model

Drilling fluid fow
Drilling fluid loss
Drilling-induced geochemical changes
Not considered
Comment: The FEPs are related to a human intrusion scenario.

WIPP
HMIP

WIPP
WIPP
WIPP

2.018
1.5.2

3.21
3.22
3.24

Drought
Very low probability

AECL 2.19

Dust storms and desertification
Biosphere

AECL 3.043

Earth tides SM-94 28
Not considered
Comment: The FEP refers to the phenomenon under which the small changes of the
gravitational field due to celestial movements (sun and moon) cause pressure variations
in the groundwater flow systems. Tidal pressure variations may cause a pulsating
exchange of water between fractures and rock matrix. This can enhance retention of
sorbing radionuclides in the rock matrix.

Earthmoving
Earthmoving projects
TVO-85

AECL
AECL

2.20
3.044

1.29
2.21
3.045
5.15

Earthquakes
Earthquakes
Earthquakes
Earthquakes
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.4 of TVO-92.

AECL
AECL
AECL
SKIISKB
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Earthworks (human actions, dredging, etc.) NAGRA 8.37
TVO-85

ECOLOGICAL NEA 1.7
Ecological change NEA 1.7.8
Ecological response to climate (e g. desert formation) NEA 1.7.9
Biosphere

Effect of bentonite swelling on EDZ NAGRA 4.04
Discussed
Comment: This is a positive FEP. Intrusion of bentonite may plug fractures in the
excavation disturbed zone. The phenomenon is discussed on page 130 of TVO-92.

Effect of biofilms on microbial gas generation WIPP 2.048
Assessment basis
Comment: The FEP deals with the disposal of wastes containing organic material.

Effect of hydrogen on corrosion NAGRA 2.17
Discussed
Comment: Gas phase may exclude water from the iron and a very high pressure of
hydrogen gas might inhibit corrosion process. These phenomena are discussed in
Chapter 10 of TVO-92.

Effect of metal corrosion WIPP 2.064
Model

Effect of plate movements SKI/SKB 5.19
TVO-85

Effect of pressure on microbial gas generation WIEPP 2.046
Effect of radiation on microbial gas generation WIPP 2.047
Effect of temperature on microbial gas generation WIPP 2.045
Assessment basis
Comment: The FEPs are related to a case where the waste itself contains organic
material.

Effective moisture (recharge) NAGRA 10.02
Model
Comment: Effective moisture is the net flux of water available for groundwater recharge.

Effects at saline-freshwater interface NEA 1.5.8
Model

Effects of bentonite on groundwater chemistry SKI/SKB 3.1.03
Data selection
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Effects of dissolution WIPP 1.38
Data selection
Comment: The FEP deals with effects of dissolution of natural minerals on groundwater
chemistry.

Effects of natural gases HMIP 2.1.9
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.3 of TVO-92.

Effects of phased operation NEA 2.2.12
Assessment basis

Effects of preferential pathways WIPP 1.27
Model

Electro-chemical cracking SKI/SKB 2.3.02
Mentioned
Comment: Crevice corrosion of copper is mentioned on page 90 of TVO-92 as
a phenomenon considered in the corrosion studies.

Electrochemical effects WIPP 2.094
Very low consequences
Comment: The FEP deals with natural potential gradients in the geosphere. Potential
gradients may exist in the subsurface as a results of groundwater flow and electro-
chemical reactions. The development of potential gradients may be associated with
the weathering of sulphide ore bodies, variations in rock properties at geological
contacts, bioelectric activity associated with organic matter, natural corrosion reactions,
and temperature and pressure gradients in groundwaters. With the exception for
mineralisation potentials associated with metallic sulphide ores, the magnitude of such
potentials is usually less than about 100 millivolts and the potentials tend to average to
zero over distances of about thousand metres. Temporary currents may be included over
larger distances by activity in the ionosphere, thunderstorms and nuclear blasts. The short
duration and spasmodic nature of these electrochemical effects is such that they can be
eliminated from PA calculations. See also comments under "Electrochemical effects/
gradients & Electrochemical gradients".

Electrochemical effects of metal corrosion HMLP 1.1.4
Assessment basis
Comment: Metal corrosion is an electrochemical process which depends on the flow
negatively charged species in the water normally on a very localised scale. The FEP deals
with a situation where a large number of metal containers (in a vault for medium level
waste) were in contact and became electrically polarised. In this case, charged species
may be driven over longer distances to maintain the electrical cell.
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Electrochemical effects/gradients SITE-94 29
Electrochemical gradients AECL 1.30
Model
Comment: Electrochemical gradients may be established in the canister after failure due
to the presence of different metals in canister and waste (copper, steel, zircaloy).
Galvanic corrosion of the copper-steel canister is considered in TVO-92.

Electrochemical effects may also arise from different local microenvironments (e.g. Eh,
pH) on the surface of the metal. Crevice corrosion of copper is mentioned in TVO-92 as
a phenomenon considered in the corrosion studies.

These FEPs also discuss telluric currents occurring in the ground. The major source of
telluric currents is related to the solar activity, which creates ionospheric currents around
the earth, in relation to its magnetic field. These currents are random, and cover a large
range of frequencies. The frequencies below I Hz have a penetration depth which
exceeds the repository depth. At repository and since crystalline rocks are mostly
resistors, the flow of the electric currents will take place in the water-conducting
fractures, and will be "channelled" by the conducting argillaceous materials of buffer and
backfill. They may use copper canisters as preferential pathways. The circulation of the
current in the water-conducting fractures in the rock will concentrate them to restricted
areas of the canister, where they may increase the corrosion rate and pitting factors. This
effect may be one reason why the pitting factor of metal seems to be a function of the
size of the object (a small coin does not have the same pitting factor as a large bronze
canon). See also comment under "Electrochemical effects".

Electrophoresis WIPP 2.096
Very low consequences
Comment: Electrophoresis is migration of ions in an electrical field. The discussion in the
WIPP database under this heading is a combination of the above FEPs "Electrochemical
effects" and "Electrochemical effects on metal corrosion". See also the FEP "Coupled
effects (electrophoresis)".

Elemental solubility NAGRA 4.10
Elemental solubility limits NAGRA 1.15
Primary data

Elemental solubility/precipitation NAGRA 3.18
Model

Embrittlement and cracking NEA 3.3.3
Generic

Enhanced diffusion WIPP 2.100
Model
Comment: Surface diffusion of cations through buffer and backfill is taken into
consideration in TILA-96 and TVO-92.

Enhanced groundwater flow SKIISKB 5.18
Scenario
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Enhanced oil and gas production
Enhanced oil and gas recovery
Assessment basis

w1EPP
wIIPP

Enhanced rock fracturing SKI/SI
Enhanced rock fracturing SITE-!
Data selection
Comment: The FEP deals with rock fracturing in excavation disturbed zones.

Erosion AECL
Erosion NAGR
TVO-85

KB
94

3.28
3.09

4.2.08
30

2.22
7.11RA

Erosion - lateral transport
Biosphere

AECL 3.046

Erosion of buffer/backfill
Erosion of buffer/backfiil
TVO-85

SKI/SKB 3.2.04
SITE-94 31

Erosion on surface/sediments
Erosion (wind)
Erosion/denudation
Erosion/deposition
TVO-85

SKI/SKB
AECL
NAGRA
NAGRA

5.26
3.047
9.07
8.22

Estuaries
Estuarine water use
Assessment basis
Comment: An estuary is a narrow mouth of a river where the tidal

WUPP 1.65
WIPP 3.52

effect is enhanced.

Evapotranspiration
Biosphere

NAGRA 8.30

Excavation effects on nearby rock
Data selection

SITE-94 32

Excavation-disturbed zone (EDZ)
Model

NAGRA 4.01

Excavation-induced changes in stress
Excavationlbackfilling effects on nearby rock
TVO-85

WIPP 2.019
SKI/SKB 4.2.02.1

Excessive hydrostatic pressures AECL 1.31
Design
Comment: The canister is designed to withstand an excessive hydrostatic pressure caused
by three kilometres of ice during a glaciation.
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Exfiltration to a local aquifer NAGRA 8.03
Eifiltration to surface waters NAGRA 8.04
Biosphere

Exit from glacialinterglacial cycling HMIP 3.1.3
Scenario
Comment: Most scenarios of TILA-96 and TVO-92 assume non-glacial conditions.

Exothermic reactions WIPP 2.072
Very low consequences
Comment: Concrete and backfill hydration reactions have the greatest potential to evolve
heat.

Exploitation drilling NEA 2.3.4
TVO-85

Exploratory boreholes (sealing) NAGRA 5.25
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: TILA-96 and TVO-92 assume U-tube flow through the repository.

Exploratory drilling NAGRA 11.01
Exploratory drilling NEA 2.3.3
TVO-85

Explosion AECL 2.23
Explosions AECL 1.32
Explosions SKI/SKB 5.38
Explosions for resource recovery WIPP 3.19
TVO-85

Exposure pathways NAGRA 8.13
Biosphere

External flow boundary conditions SITE-94 33
Model

External stress SKTISKB 2.3.07.1
Design
Comment: External stresses are taken into consideration in the design of the disposal
system. Effects of a particular type of drastic change are considered in the postglacial
faulting scenario of TVO-92.

EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL NEA 1.1
Extraterrestrial events NAGRA 9.11
TVO-85
Comment: Probability and consequences of meteorite impact are discussed in TVO-85.

Extreme channel flow of oxidants and nuclides SKIISKB 4.2.03
Model
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Extremes of precipitation, snow melt and associated flooding
Biosphere

Failure of copper canister
Failure of steel vessel
Model

NEA 1.3.2

34
35

SITE-94
SITE-94

Far field hydrochemistry - acids, oxidants, nitrate SKI/SKB 6.03
Scenario
Comment: The FEP deals with situations where extreme events, such as faulting, lead to
inflow of groundwater with other properties than the "natural" at the repository depth. In
the postglacial faulting scenario of TVO-92, a new fault is assumed to bring oxidising
water into the repository.

Far-field transport Advection
Model

HMIP 2.3.1

Far-field transport Biogeochemical changes
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.2 of TVO-92 and page 159 of TILA-96.

HMIP 2.3.13

Far-field transport Changes in groundwater chemistry and flow direction
1MIP

Scenario
2.3.7

Far-field transport Changes in sorptive surfaces HAMI 2.3.6
Data selection
Comment: The TILA-96 and TVO-92 data related to radionuclide transport through the
geosphere is in general rather conservative when compared with other safety assessments
(see e.g. Stenhouse & Pottinger 1994, SKI 1996). All the variants dealing with release
and transport of radionuclides assume, however, steady time-invariant circumstances and
boundary conditions in the geosphere.

Far-field transport Colloid transport
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.2 of TVO-92 and page 159 of TILA-96.

Far-field transport Diffusion
Model
Comment: The FEP deals with bulk, matrix and surface diffiusion.

Far-field transport Gas induced groundwater transport
Very low probability
Comment: The FEP deals with gas-induced transport of water.

Far-field transport Hydrodynamic dispersion
Model

HMIP 2.3.8

H1MIP 2.3.2

HMIP 2.3.11

HMIP 2.3.3
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Far-field transport Solubility constraints HMIP 2.3.4
Model
Comment: Solubility limits in the far-field are applied only in scenarios where conditions
are assumed to be oxidising in the near-field, but reducing in the geosphere.

Far-field transport Sorption including ion-exchange
Model

HMIP 2.3.5

Far-field transport Thermal effects on hydrocheinistry HMIP 2.3.12
Data selection
Comment: The FEP deals with effects of changes in the groundwater temperature on the
speciation and solubilities of radionuclides. The TILA-96 and TVO-92 data related to
radionuclide transport through the geosphere is in general rather conservative when
compared with other safety assessments (see e.g. McKinley & Savage 1994, Stenhouse
& P6ttinger 1994, SKI 1996). All the variants dealing with release and transport of
radionuclides assume, however, steady time-invariant circumstances and boundary
conditions in the geosphere.

Far-field transport Transport of radioactive gases HMIP 2.3.10
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.3 of TVO-92.

Far-field transport Transport of radionuclides bound to microbes
HMIP 2.3.9

Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.2 of TVO-92.

Fault activation
Fault generation
Fault movement
Faulting
Faulting
Faulting
Faulting/fracturing
Scenario
Comment: TVO-92 includes a scenario where a major postglacial
intersect the repository.

NEA
NEA
wIIPP
AECL
SIU/SKB
SITE-94
HMIEP

1.2.9
1.2.10
1.11
2.24
4.2.06
36
2.1.7

fault is assumed to

Faulty buffer emplacement
TVO-85

AECL 1.33

Filtration
Fires (agricultural)
Fires (forest and grass)
Fish farming
Fish farming
Biosphere

NAGRA
AECL
AECL
AECL
WIPP

8.08
3.048
3.049
3.050
3.55
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Flammability HMIP 1.2.7
Very low probability
Comment: Hydrogen and methane generated in the repository could form potentially
explosive mixtures with air in the operational and immediate postclosure periods.

Flipping of earth's magnetic poles AECL 3.051
Very low consequences

Flood AECL 2.25
Flooding AECL 3.052
Biosphere
Comment: Potential adverse effects on groundwater flow are covered by the
conservative flow model and data.

Flow through buffer/backfill SKI/SKB 3.2.09
Flow through buffer/backfill SITE-94 37
Model
Comment: Flow of groundwater through the backfill in the tunnel and upper part of the
deposition hole is taken into consideration in TELA-96. The bentonite buffer is assumed
to be impermeable to flow of groundwater.

Flow through undetected boreholes WIPP 3.33
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: TELA-96 and TVO-92 assume U-tube flow through the repository.

Fluid flow due to gas production WIPP 2.042
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 10 of TVO-92.

Fluid injection-induced geochemical changes WIEPP 3.30
Mentioned
Comment: Page 212 of TVO-92.

Flushing of water bodies AECL 3.053
Biosphere

Fluvial deposition WIEPP 1.47
Fluvial erosion WIPP 1.44
Fluvial erosion/sedimentation NAGRA 10.11
TVO-85

Food preparation AECL 3.054
Foodchain equilibrium NAGRA 8.16
Biosphere

Formation of cracks AECL 1.34
Formation of fractures WIPP 1.08
TVO-85
Comment: Both FEPs deal with formation of new fractures in the bedrock.
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Formation of gases
Discussed
Comment: Chapters 8 (helium) and 10 (corrosion gases) of TVO-92.

Formation of new faults
Scenario
Comment: Postglacial faulting scenario of TVO-92.

Fracture flow
Model

AECL 1.35

WIEPP 1.10

WIPP 1.25

Fracture infills WIPP 1.22
Mentioned
Comment: This is a positive FEP. Precipitation of minerals as fracture infills can reduce
hydraulic conductivities and enhance sorption of radionuclides. These effects are not
taken into consideration in TILA-96 and TVO-92, but are mentioned on page 149 of
TVO-92 and 91 of TILA-96.

Fracture mineralisation and weathering
TVO-85

NEA 1.6.11

Fracturing NEA 3.3.5
Scenario
Comment: The FEP deals with large-scale fracturing in the geosphere, like the post-
glacial faulting scenario of TVO-92.

Freshwater intrusion
Freshwater intrusion
Scenario

wIPP
w]UPP

1.30
1.35

1.4.5

1.4.10

Freshwater sediment transport and deposition
Biosphere

NEA

Frost weathering
TVO-85

NEA

Fuel dissolution and conversion
Model

SITE-94 38

Fulvic acid
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.2 of TVO-92.

AECL 2.26

Future biosphere conditions
Biosphere

NAGRA 8.02

Future boreholes and undetected past boreholes
TVO-85

SKVXSKB 5.21
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Future climatic conditions NAGRA 10.04
Discussed
Comment: Glaciation-related climate changes are discussed in Chapter 13.3.5 of
TVO-92.

Galvanic coupling
Very low consequences
Comment: The FEP deals with galvanic coupling with an ore body.

AECL 1.36

Galvanic coupling WIPP 2.050
095Galvanic coupling WIPP 2.

Model
Comment: Galvanic corrosion of the copper-steel canister is considered in TVO-92.

Game ranching
Biosphere

AECL 3.055

Gap and grain boundary release
Model

SITE-94 39

Gas discharge HMIP 4.1.3
Gas effects NEA 3.3.6
Gas escape from canister SITE-94 40
Discussed
Comment: Chapters 8 (helium gas effects), 10 (corrosion gas effects) and 13.3.3 (far-
field effects) of TVO-92.

Gas explosions
Very low probability

WIPP 2.027

Gas flow and transport, buffer/backfill SITE-94 41
Gas flow and transport, near-field rock/far-field SITE-94 42
Gas generation SKI/SKB 1.2.04
Gas generation and gas sources, far-field SITE-94 43
Discussed
Comment: Chapters 8 (helium production), 10 (corrosion gases) and 13.3.3 (far-field
effects) of TVO-92.

Gas generation, buffer/backfill SITE-94 44
Design
Comment: The canister wall is thick enough to prevent significant radiolysis of water at
the outer surface.

Gas generation, canister
Discussed
Comment: Chapters 8 (helium) and 10 (corrosion gases) of TVO-92.

SITE-94 45

Gas generation from concrete
Very low consequences

HMIP 1.2.3
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Gas generation He production SKa/SKB 1.1.04
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 8 of TVO-92.

Gas generation, near-field rock SITE-94 46
Mentioned
Comment: The FEP deals, among other things, with air trapped during construction
in the repository and nearby rock. The trapped air is mentioned on page 90 of TVO-92
as a phenomenon taken into account in the corrosion studies.

Gas leakage into basements AECL 3.056
Biosphere
Comment: Basement means here the basement of a building.

Gas mediated transport NEA 1.6.4
Gas permeability NAGRA 3.15
Gas pressure effects NAGRA 5.17
Gas pressure effects NAGRA 6.17
Gas transport HMIP 1.2.6
Gas transport SKl/SKB 6.02
Gas transport in bentonite SKI/SKB 3.2.12
Gas transport/dissolution NAGRA 4.11
Gaseous and volatile isotopes NAGRA 0.3
Gases and gas transport AECL 2.27
Gases from metal corrosion WIPP 2.049
Discussed
Comment: Chapters 8 (helium production), 10 (corrosion gases and near-field transport)
and 13.3.3 (far-field transport and naturally occurring gases) of TVO-92.

Generalised denudation UMIP 2.4.1
TVO-85

Geochemical alteration NAGRA 4.05
Geochemical interactions AECL 2.29
Data selection

Geochemical pump AECL 1.37
Generic
Comment: Geochemical pump means a sequence of geochemical reactions that move
material from one place to another.

Geogas NAGRA 5.24
Geogas NAGRA 6.24
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.3 of TVO-92.

GEOLOGICAL NEA 1.2
GEOMORPHOLOGICAL NEA 1.4
Generic
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Geothermal
Geothermal energy production
Geothermal energy production
Geothermal exploitation
TVO-85

WIPP
SKI/SKB
NEA
NAGRA

3.07
5.34
2.3.5
11.03

Geothermal gradient effects AECL 2.28
Geothermal regime NAGRA 5.13
Geothermal regime NAGRA 6.13
Geothermally induced flow SKI/SKB 6.13
Very low consequences
Comment: Geothermal gradients are lower than the thermal gradient repository itself
causes which as such has a fairly minor effect on flow of groundwater as compared with
the gradients due to the topography.

Glacial climate
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.5 of TVO-92.

NAGRA 10.06

Glacial erosion/sedimentation
Glacial-fluvial erosion/sedimentation
TVO-85

NAGRA
NAGRA

10.14
10.15

Glaciation
Glaciation
Glaciation
Glaciation
Glaciation
Glaciation
Glaciation
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.5 of TVO-92.

AECL
AECL
AECL
SKI/SKB
NEA
SITE-94
WIPP

1.38
2.30
3.057
5.42
1.3.6
47
1.62

1.lla
1.05
1.06
1.09

Glass alteration/dissolution
Glass cracking and surface area
Glass recrystallisation
Glass temperature
Assessment basis

NAGRA
NAGRA
NAGRA
NAGRA

Global effects AECL 1.39
Generic
Comment: The FEP refers, for example, to movement of molten material, climate
change, greenhouse warming, drought and flooding. Some of these are discussed in
TILA-96, TVO-92 and TVO-85.
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Greenhouse effect AECL 2.31
Greenhouse effect AECL 3.059
Greenhouse effect NAGRA 10.10
TVo-85
Comment: The transient effects of greenhouse warming on the future climate are also
mentioned in Chapter 13.3.5 of TVO-92.

Greenhouse food production AECL 3.058
Biosphere

Greenhouse gas effects WIPP 3.47
TVO-85
Comment: The transient effects of greenhouse warming on the future climate are also
mentioned in Chapter 13.3.5 of TVO-92.

Groundshine AECL 3.060
Biosphere

Groundwater abstraction NEA 2.3.11
Model
Comment: A bored well is the main exposure pathway in TILA-96 and TVO-92.

Groundwater chemistry NAGRA 4.06
Groundwater chemistry NAGRA 5.08
Groundwater chemistry NAGRA 6.08
Groundwater chemistry NAGRA 7.08
Groundwater chemistry SITE-94 48
Groundwater composition AECL 2.32
Groundwater conditions NEA 1.5.6
Data selection

Groundwater discharge NEA 1.5.4
Groundwater discharge WIPP 1.53
Groundwater discharge to soils and surface waters HMIP 4.1.1
Model
Comment: Discharge zones of contaminated groundwater are identified in the ground-
water flow modelling. In the biosphere analysis, TlLA-96 employs a stylised well
scenario independent of the discharge zone.

Groundwater - evolution AECL 2.33
Data selection
Comment: The FEP deals with the effect of heat to groundwater chemistry. The
TELA-96 and TVO-92 data related to release and transport of radionuclides is in general
rather conservative when compared with other safety assessments (see e.g. McKinley &
Savage 1994, Stenhouse & P6ttinger 1994, SKI 1996). All the variants dealing with
release and transport of radionuclides assume, however, steady time-invariant
circumstances and boundary conditions in the near-field and geosphere.
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Groundwater exploitation WIPP 3.05
Groundwater extraction WIPP 3.26
Model
Comment: A bored well is the main exposure pathway in TILA-96 and TVO-92. Effects
on flow of groundwater are covered by the conservative flow model and data.

Groundwater flow
Groundwater flow
Groundwater flow
Groundwater flow
Groundwater flow (alluvium of Rhine valley)
Groundwater flow in LPD
Groundwater flow in MWCF
Model
Comment: LPD and MWCF are low and hip)
crystalline basement.

HMIP
NAGRA
NEA
SITE-94
NAGRA
NAGRA
NAGRA

2.2.3
7.04
1.5.5
49
8.20
5.03
6.03

ther permeability domains of the Swiss

Groundwater flow path
Groundwater flow path
Groundwater flow path
Model

NAGRA
NAGRA
NAGRA

5.04
6.04
7.06

Groundwater geochemistry
Data selection

WIPP 1.33

Groundwater pollution
Mentioned
Comment: Page 212 of TVO-92

NAGRA 11.07

Groundwater recharge
Groundwater recharge/discharge
Model

WIPP 1.54
SY.(/SKB 5.46

H2/02 explosions
Very low probability

SKI/SKB 1.2.02

Handling accidents
Assessment basis

NAGRA 1.26

He gas production
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 8 of TVO-92.

Heat from radioactive decay
Heat output (RN decay heat)
Primary data

NAGRA 1.24

WIEPP
NAGRA

2.013
1.08
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Heat storage in lakes or underground AECL 3.061
TVO-85
Comment: Different uses of bedrock (incl. production of geothermal energy and building
of underground stores) are mentioned as a potential cause of human intrusion in
TVO-85.

Helium gas production WIPP 2.054
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 8 of TVO-92.

Herbicides, pesticides and fungicides AECL 3.062
Biosphere
Comment: The FEP deals with the biospheric effects.

Heterogeneity of waste forms NEA 2.2.5
Heterogeneity of waste forms WIPP 2.003
Data selection
Comment: High-bumup fuel has been taken into consideration when selecting instant
release fractions of radionuclides.

HLW panels (siting) NAGRA 4.14
Design

Host rock fracture aperture changes NEA 3.1.3
Data selection
Comment: The TILA-96 and TVO-92 data related to radionuclide transport through the
geosphere is in general rather conservative when compared with other safety assessments
All the variants dealing with release and transport of radionuclides assume, however,
steady time-invariant circumstances and boundary conditions in the geosphere.

Household dust and fumes AECL 3.063
Houseplants AECL 3.064
Biosphere

HPD effective hydraulic properties NAGRA 7.01
Primary data
Comment: HPD means a higher permeability domain (or structure) of the bedrock.

Human diet AECL 3.065
Human exposure External HIMIP 4.4.1
Human exposure Ingestion HMIP 4.4.2
Human exposure Inhalation HIIP 4.4.3
Model
Comment: Drinking water is the only exposure pathway in THLA-96, TVO-92 considers
also other exposure pathways.

Human induced actions on groundwater recharge SKI/SKB 5.27
Mentioned
Comment: Page 212 of TVO-92.
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Human induced changes in surface hydrology SKI/SKB 7.07
Human induced climate change SKIISKB 6.08
TVO-85
Comment: The transient effects of greenhouse warming on the future climate are also
mentioned in Chapter 13.3.5 of TVO-92.

Human lifestyle NAGRA 8.14
Human soil ingestion AECL 3.066
Biosphere

Human-induced climate change NAGRA 11.09
TVO-85

Humic acid AECL 2.34
Humic and fulvic acids WIPP 2.070
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.2 of TVO-92

Hunter/gathering lifestyle NAGRA 8.41
Biosphere

Hydraulic conductivity AECL 1.40
Hydraulic conductivity change - Excavation/backfilling effect SKI/SKB 4.2.02.2
Primary data
Comment: The effects of different hydraulic conductivities are studied by means of
several variants, each variant uses steady, time-invariant properties of the repository and
bedrock structures.

Hydraulic gradient changes (magnitude, direction) NAGRA 5.18
Hydraulic gradient changes (magnitude, direction) NAGRA 6.18
Hydraulic gradient (magnitude, regional direction) NAGRA 7.12
Hydraulic head AECL 1.41
Model

Hydraulic properties - evolution AECL 2.35
TVO-85
Comment: The FEP deals with the evolution of hydraulic properties of fractures due to
weathering, dissolution and precipitation.

Hydride cracking AECL 1.42
Assessment basis
Comment: Uptake of hydrogen gas and formation of metal hydrides is not a significant
failure mechanism in the copper-iron canister.

Hydrocarbon storage WIPP 3.11
Hydrocarbon storage WIPP 3.29
TVO-85
Comment: Different potential reasons for human intrusion in general are discussed in
TVO-85.
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Hydrogen by metal corrosion HlMIP 1.2.1
Hydrogen production NAGRA 2.16
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 10 of TVO-92.

HYDROLOGICAL NEA 1.5
Generic

Hydrological response to earthquakes
Not considered

WIUPP 1.31

Hydroponics AECL 3.067
Biosphere
Comment: Hydroponics are related to rising certain greenhouse crops without soil.

Hydrostatic pressure on canister
Design

SKIUSKB 2.3.07.2

Hydrothermal activity
Hydrothermal alteration
Very low consequences

NAGRA
AECL

9.10
1.43

1.2.05
50

L, Cs-migration to fuel surface
I, Cs-migration to fuel surface
Primary data

SKI/SKB
SITE-94

Ice sheet effects (loading, melt water recharge)
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.5 of TVO-92.

NAGRA 10.16

Impact of a large meteorite
TVO-85

WIPP 1.40

Improper operation
Inadequate backfill or compaction, voidage
TVO-85

AECL
NEA

1.44

2.2.4Inadvertent inclusion of undesirable materials
Mentioned
Comment: Page 212 of TVO-92.

NEA

Incomplete closure
TVO-85

AECL 1.45

Incomplete filling of containers
Very low consequences

AECL 1.46

Incomplete near-field chemical conditioning
TVO-85

HMIP 5.1.3
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Induced chemical changes NEA 3.1.5
Generic

Induced hydrological changes (fluid pressure, density convection, viscosity)
NEA 3.1.4

Model

Industrial water use AECL 3.068
Biosphere
Comment: Potential adverse effects on groundwater flow are covered by the
conservative flow model and data.

Infiltration WIPP 1.55
Model

Influx of oxidising water NAGRA 5.19
Influx of oxidising water NAGRA 6.19
Scenario

Ingestion WIPP 2.104
Inhalation WIEPP 2.105
Model
Comment: Drinking water is the only exposure pathway in T1LA-96, TVO-92 considers
also other exposure pathways.

Inhomogeneities (properties and evolution) NAGRA 3.21
Data selection
Comment: The FEP deals with inhomogeneities of the buffer material. The TTLA-96 and
TVO-92 data related to diffusion and retardation in the bentonite buffer is in general
rather conservative when compared with other safety assessments (see e.g. Stenhouse &
Pdttinger 1994, SKI 1996). All the variants dealing with release and transport of
radionuclides assume, however, steady time-invariant circumstances and boundary
conditions in the near-field.

Injection WlPP 2.108
Biosphere
Comment: In the WIPP database, this FEP deals with the effects of injection in "the
accessible environment" defined in the US regulations.

Injection of liquid wastes NEA 2.3.10
Mentioned
Comment: Page 212 of TVO-92.

Intake of drugs AECL 3.069
Biosphere
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Intensification of natural climate change HMIP 3.1.4
Discussed
Comment: Glaciation-related climate changes are discussed in Chapter 13.3.5 of
TVO-92.

Interaction and diffusion between canisters NAGRA 3.20
Not considered
Comment: This is a positive FEP. Radionuclide plume released from a canister might
reduce the net releases from the neighbouring canisters by diminishing the concentration
gradients of radionuclides around the canister.

Interaction with cement components NAGRA 3.25
Not considered
Comment: The beneficial properties of bentonite as a buffer material (swelling, low
permeability and sorption properties) may be significantly affected by reactions with
cement. Possible reactions are:
* zeolitisation can only occur at high temperatures (-200 OC) and is therefore

unlikely
* beidillitisation - the dissolution of silica from the clay lattice with precipitation

resulting in reduced porosity and plasticity
* ion exchange - substitution of Ca2+ ions from cement for Nat ions in sodium

bentonite, resulting in reduced swelling pressure and plasticity and increased
permeability.

The effects of such reactions cannot be very significant for the performance of the
bentonite buffer because there will be only limited quantities of cementitious materials in
the disposal tunnels.

Interaction with corrosion products SITE-94 51
Discussed
Comment: The FEP deals with sorption and coprecipitation of elements released from
the fuel with solids formed by corrosion of metals in the canisters. These phenomena are
discussed in Chapter 12.3.1 of TVO-92 and 11.2 of TILA-96, but are conservatively not
taken into consideration in the near-field transport analyses. The uptake of uranium by
sorption/coprecipitation could affect also the fuel dissolution rate. The fuel matrix
degradation model is, however, based on "self-oxidation" of the fuel due to alpha
radiolysis in a thin layer water on the fuel surface which results in a higher dissolution
rate than chemical dissolution of U0 2.

Interactions of host materials and groundwater with repository material
NEA 3.2.2

Interactions of waste and repository materials with host materials
NEA 3.2.3

Data selection

Interactions with corrosion products and waste SKUSKB 3.1.10
Data selection
Commnent: The FEP deals with ion-exchange and other interactions between corrosion
products and waste and the bentonite material.
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Interface different waters SITE-94 52
Model

Interface effects NAGRA 8.28
Not considered
Comment: The FEP deals with interface effects within the biosphere and at the interface
of the geosphere and biosphere. In the stylised WELL-96 scenario, short-lived daughters
are assumed to be in equilibrium with their parents released from the geosphere (equal
release rates in Bq/yr from the geosphere into the biosphere).

Interfaces (boundary conditions) AECL 1.47
Model
Comment: The interface of oxidising and reducing conditions is considered in some
scenarios of TVO-92 and TILA-96.

Internal corrosion due to waste SKI/SKB 2.1.03
Very low consequences
Comment: The FEP deals with corrosion caused by elements released from the spent
fuel. The only really aggressive components in the spent fuel are the halogens (L Br) and
possibly also Se and Te. Internal corrosion due to water and air trapped inside the
canister is discussed in Chapter 8 of TVO-92.

Internal pressure SKI/SKB 2.3.08
Internal pressure SITE-94 53
Discussed
Comment: Chapters 8 and 10 of TVO-92.

Introduced completing agents and cellulosics NEA 3.2.6
Mentioned
Comment: Effects of stray materials left in the repository are mentioned on page 212 of
TVO-92.

Intruding dykes SKI/SKB 6.11
Very low probability
Comment: Probability of volcanism is very low in Finland.

Intrusion (animal) AECL 1.48
Very low probability

Intrusion (deliberate) AECL 3.070
Intrusion (human) AECL 1.49
Intrusion (inadvertent) AECL 3.071
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.6 of TVO-92. Potential causes for human intrusion are
discussed also in TVO-85.

Intrusion into accumulation zone in the biosphere SKIISKB 7.03
Biosphere
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Intrusion (magmatic) AECL 2.36
Very low probability

Intrusion (mines) AECL 2.37
Very low probability
Comment: The candidate sites are located in areas of common rock types and have a low
ore and mineral potential.

Intrusion of saline groundwater NAGRA 5.11
Intrusion of saline groundwater NAGRA 6.11
Scenario

Inventory AECL 1.50
Primary data

Investigation borehole seal failure and degradation NEA 2.1.2
Investigation boreholes WIPP 2.038
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: TILA-96 and TVO-92 assume U-tube flow through the repository

Ion exchange in soil AECL 3.072
Biosphere

Iron corrosion products NAGRA 1.17
Discussed
Comment: In the NAGRA database, this FEP deals with the effects of iron corrosion
products on dissolution of glass. Sorption and coprecipitation of elements released from
spent fuel with solids formed by corrosion of iron are discussed in Chapter 12.3.1 of
TVO-92 and 11.2 of TILA-96, but conservatively they have not been taken into the
consideration in the near-field transport analyses. The uptake of uranium by
sorption/coprecipitation could affect also the fuel dissolution rate. The fuel matrix
degradation model is, however, based on "self-oxidation" of the fuel due to alpha
radiolysis in a thin layer water on the fuel surface which results in a higher dissolution
rate than chemical dissolution of U0 2.

Irradiation WIPP 2.106
Biosphere
Comment: In the WIPP database, this FEP deals with the effects of irradiation in
"the accessible environment" defined in the US regulations.

Irrigation AECL 3.073
Irrigation NAGRA 8.33
Irrigation NEA 2.4.4
Irrigation WJPP 3.44
Biosphere
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Isostatic rebound AECL 2.38
Model
Comment: Postglacial land uplift is taken into consideration in the groundwater flow
modelling of the Olkiluoto site at the coast of the Baltic Sea.

Isotopic dilution SKI/SKB 7.05
Model
Comment: The solubility limit of each element is divided among its radioactive and stable
isotopes in proportion to their amounts.

Kinetics of organic complexation
Kinetics of precipitation and dissolution
Kinetics of sorption
Kinetics of speciation
Not considered

wlIPP
WlPP
WLPP
WIPP

2.071
2.060
2.062
2.057

Lacustrine deposition
Lake formation
Lake infilling
Lake mixing (artificial)
Lake usage
Land and surface water use Coastal waters
Land and surface water use Estuarine
Land and surface water use Seas
Land and surface water use Terrestrial
Biosphere
Comment: Potential adverse effects on geohydrology are covered
flow model and data. Lacustrine is an adjective referring to lake.

WIPP 1.48
WIPP 1.57
AECL 3.074
AECL 3.075
WIPP 3.45
HMIP 4.3.3
HMIP 4.3.2
HMIP 4.3.4
HMIP 4.3.1

by the conservative

Land slide
Very low consequences

NEA 1.4.1

Land use changes
Land use changes
Biosphere
Comment: Potential adverse effects on geohydrology are covered
flow model and data.

NEA
WIPP

2.4.6
3.40

by the conservative

Large-scale rock fracturing WIPP 2.024
Scenario
Comment: TVO-92 includes a scenario where a major postglacial fault is assumed to
intersect the repository.

Lateral dissolution
Assessment basis
Comment: The FEP is related to disposal in salt formations.

WlPP 1.17
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Liquid waste disposal WIJPP 3.10
Liquid waste disposal WIPP 3.27
Liquid waste injection NAGRA 11.04
Mentioned
Comment: Page 212 of TVO-92.

Localised corrosion NAGRA 2.07
Model
Comment: Pitting is taken into consideration when estimating the corrosion life-time of
the canister in Chapter 9 of TVO-92.

Localised denudation HMIP 2.4.2
TVO-85

Localized reducing zones WIPP 2.067
Assessment basis
Comment: The FEP is related to disposal of transuranic waste in salt formations. In most
scenarios of TVO-92 and TVO-96 reducing conditions are assumed to prevail in the
near-field and geosphere.

LQng-term physical stability AECL 1.51
Long-term transients AECL 1.52
Generic

Loss of ductility SKIISKB 2.3.04
Not considered
Comment: Impurities in the copper material and bad manufacturing methods are
potential causes for loss of ductility for plastic and creeping deformations.

Loss of integrity of borehole seals HMIP 5.1.1
Loss of integrity of shaft or access tunnel seals HMIP 5.1.2
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: TILA-96 and TVO-92 assume U-tube flow through the repository.

Loss of records SKI/SKB 7.09
Loss of records NEA 2.4.1
Loss of records WIPP 3.57
Mentioned
Comment: Chapter 13.3.6 of TVO-92.

LPD effective hydraulic properties NAGRA 5.01
Primary data
Comment: LPD means the low permeability domain of the (Swiss) crystalline basement.
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Magmatic activity
Magmatic activity
Magmatic activity
Magmatic activity
Magmatic activity (volcanism and plutonism)
Very low probability
Comment: Probability of volcanic activities is very low in Finland.

AECL
HMIP
NEA
WIPP
NAGRA

2.39
2.1.2
1.2.3
1.14
9.09

Magnetic poles (reversal)
Very low consequences

AECL 2.40

Major incision HMIP 2.1.8
TVO-85
Comment: The FEP refers to any mechanism which may cut a deep channel into surface
rock. The only mechanism likely to cause major incision is glacial erosion, which is
discussed in TVO-85.

Malicious intrusion
Malicious intrusion
TVO-85

Marine sediment transport and deposition
Marine sediment transport and deposition
Biosphere

AMIP 5.2.3
NEA 2.3.2

NEA
WIEPP

1.4.7
1.67

Mass, isotopic and species dilution NEA 1.6.13
Model
Comment: The solubility limit of each element is divided among its radioactive and stable
isotopes in proportion to their amounts.

Mass wasting
Mass wasting
Very low consequences
Comment: Mass wasting means downslope movement of material
effect of gravity.

Material defects
Material property changes
Generic

Matrix diffusion
Matrix diffusion
Matrix diffusion
Matrix diffusion
Matrix diffusion
Matrix diffusion
Matrix diffusion
Model

WIPP 1.45
WLPP 1.49

caused by the direct

NEA
NEA

AECL
SKI/SKB
NAGRA
NAGRA
NEA
SITE-94
WIPP

2.1.6
3.4.2

2.41
4.1.05
5.06
6.06
1.6.3
54
2.092
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MECHANICAL NEA 3.3
Generic

Mechanical degradation of seals WIPP 2.037
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: TILA-96 and TVO-92 assume U-tube flow through the repository.

Mechanical effects - Excavationlbackfilling effects SKI/SKB 4.2.02.3
Mechanical effects of backfill WIPP 2.035
TVO-85

Mechanical failure of buffer/backfill SKI/SKB 3.2.03
Mechanical failure of repository SKI/SKB 4.2.01
Mechanical impact on canister SITE-94 55
Mechanical impact/failure, buffer/backfill SITE-94 56
Scenario
Comment: TVO-92 includes a scenario where a major postglacial fault is assumed to
intersect the repository. The pressurisation effects of gases are discussed in Chapters 8
and 10 of TVO-92.

Mechanical weathering WIPP 1.41
TVO-85

Mesozoic sedimentary cover NAGRA 7.02
Assessment basis

Metallic corrosion NEA 3.2.1
Model

Metamorphic activity AECL 2.42
Metamorphic activity NEA 1.2.4
Metamorphic activity WIPP 1.15
Very low consequences
Comment: Metamorphism is the change of existing solid rock to another rock by the
action of heat, pressure, and/or chemically active fluids. Metamorphic activity requires
depths of burial much greater than the depth of the repository.

Meteorite SKI/SKB 5.29
Meteorite impact AECL 2.43
Meteorite impact HMIP 5.2.1
Meteorite Impact NEA 1.1.1
TVO-85

Methane AECL 2.44
Mentioned
Comment: Chapter 13.3.3 of TVO-92 and page 159 of TILA-96.
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Methane and carbon dioxide by microbial degradation HMIP 1.2.2
Assessment basis
Comment: The FEP deals with a case where the waste itself contains organic material.
Effects of stray materials left in the spent fuel repository are discussed in TVO-92.

Methane intrusion SKI/SKB 5.43
Methylation AECL 1.53
Not considered
Comment: The potential sources might be clathrates in combination with permafrost or
deep earth gases in general. Methane or other organic compounds in the repository may
lead to the formation of methylated species. Effects of organic compounds in general are
discussed in Chapter 13.3.2 of TVO-92.

Microbes AECL 1.54
Microbes AECL 2.45
Microbes SKI/SKB 2.1.10
Microbes WILPP 1.71
Microbial activity NAGRA 1.22
Microbial activity NAGRA 3.17
Microbial activity NAGRA 5.22
Microbial activity NAGRA 6.22
Microbial activity SITE-94 57
Discussed
Comment: Chapters 8 of TVO-92 and 10.1 of TILA-96 (sulphate-reducing bacteria) and
Chapter 13.3.2 (microbial effects in general) of TVO-92.

Microbial growth on concrete WIPP 2.076
Assessment basis

Microbial interactions NEA 1.7.7
Microbial transport WIPP 2.087
Discussed
Comment: Chapters 8 of TVO-92 and 10.1 of TILA-96 (sulphate-reducing bacteria) and
Chapter 13.3.2 (microbial effects in general) of TVO-92.

Microbially-mediated corrosion NAGRA 2.05
Discussed
Comment: Chapters 8 of TVO-92 and 10.1 of TILA-96.

Microbiological effects NEA 3.2.7
Micro-organisms AECL 1.55
Discussed
Comment: Chapters 8 of TVO-92 and 10.1 of TILA-96 (sulphate-reducing bacteria) and
Chapter 13.3.2 (microbial effects in general) of TVO-92.

Mineralogical alteration - long term NAGRA 3.12b
Mineralogical alteration - short term NAGRA 3.12a
TVO-85
Comment: The FEPs deal with alteration of bentonite.
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Mineralogy NAGRA 5.07
Mineralogy NAGRA 6.07
Data selection

Mines AECL 2.46
Mining activities NAGRA 11.02
Very low probability
Comment: The candidate sites are located in areas of common rock types and have a low
ore and mineral potential.

Mis-sealed canister NAGRA 2.22
Scenario

MISSING SKESKB 7.06
Generic
Comment: No FEP is allocated to this FEP number in the SKI/SKB database.

Model and data issues WIPP 4.08
Generic

Monitoring and remedial activities AECL 1.56
Design
Comment: Positive effects of potential remedial activities are not considered. Monitoring
activities shall be designed in such a way that they do not impair the performance of the
disposal system.

Movement of canister in buffer/backfill SKI/SKB 3.2.02
Movement of canister in buffer/backfill SITE-94 58
Movement of containers WIPP 2.033
TVO-85

Movements along major faults NAGRA 9.03
Movements along small-scale faults NAGRA 9.04
Discussed
Comment: Effects of earthquakes and aseismic sliding along existing faults are discussed
in Chapter 13.3.4 of TVO-92. TVO-92 also includes a scenario where a major new fault
is assumed to intersect the repository.

Multiphase flow and gas driven flow NEA 1.6.5
Discussed
Comment: Gas driven flow of contaminated water out of the canister is discussed
in Chapter 10 of TVO-92.

Mutagenic contaminants AECL 3.076
Biosphere

Mutation AECL 1.57
Very low consequences
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MWCF effective hydraulic properties NAGRA 6.01
Data selection
Comment: MWCFs are higher permeability domains in the Swiss crystalline basement.

Natural and semi-natural environments NAGRA 8.40
Biosphere

Natural borehole fluid flow WIPP 3.31
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: TELA-96 and TVO-92 assume U-tube flow through the repository.

Natural colloids NAGRA 5.15
Natural colloids NAGRA 6.15
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.2 of TVO-92 and page 159 of TILA-96.

Natural ecological development WIPP 1.72
Biosphere

Natural gas intrusion NEA 1.2.13
Natural gas intrusion WIPP 1.32
Assessment basis

Natural radionuclides/elements NAGRA 4.02
Not considered
Comment: The NAGRA database claims that naturally occurring concentrations of
elements, notably the uranium isotopes, in groundwater will reduce the concentration
gradient across the bentonite and would thus reduce the release of these isotopes.
Actually, what happens is an exchange of waste-bome and natural-borne atoms by
Brownian motion and, strictly speaking, the release of the waste-borne atoms is not
reduced although the net outflow of atoms from the bentonite into the geosphere is
reduced.

Natural telluric electrochemical reactions SKI/SKB 2.1.06.2
Not considered
Comment: The major source of natural telluric currents is related to the solar activity,
which creates ionospheric currents around the earth, in relation to its magnetic field.
These currents are random, and cover a large range of frequencies. The frequencies
below 1 Hz have a penetration depth which exceeds the repository depth. At repository
and since crystalline rocks are mostly resistors, the flow of the electric currents will take
place in the water-conducting fractures, and will be "channelled" by the conducting
argillaceous materials of buffer and backfill. They may use copper canisters as
preferential pathways. The circulation of the current in the water-conducting fractures in
the rock will concentrate them to restricted areas of the canister, where they may
increase the corrosion rate and pitting factors. This effect may be one reason why the
pitting factor of metal seems to be a function of the size of the object (a small coin does
not have the same pitting factor as a large bronze canon).
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Natural thermal effects
Near field buffer chemistry
Data selection

NEA 1.5.9
SKIISKB 3.1.08

Near storage of other waste
Mentioned
Comment: Page 212 of TVO-92.

SKI/SKB 5.12

No ice age SKIVSKB 6.10
No ice age NEA 1.3.7
Scenario
Comment: Most scenarios of TVO-92 and TILA-96 assume non-glacial conditions.

Non-elastic response
Generic

NEA 3.1.2

Non-linear sorption NAGRA 5.10
Non-linear sorption NAGRA 6.10
Not considered
Comment: Non-linear sorption refers to a case where the partitioning of radionuclides
between sorbed and aqueous phases is dependent on concentration and is to be described
by a non-linear isotherm. Conservative linear isotherms (Kd values) are used in TVO-92
and TLLA-96.

Non-radioactive solute plume in geosphere
Not considered

NEA 3.2.4

Non-radiological toxicity FEPs
Non-sealed repository
Assessment basis

WIPP
SKT/SK

4.09
5.02

Nuclear criticality
Nuclear criticality
Nuclear criticality
Nuclear criticality heat
Nuclear explosions
Nuclear war
TVO-85

HMIP
NAGRA
NEA
WIPP
WIPP
SKEISKB

1.3.2
0.4
3.4.3
2.014
2.028
6.07

3.04
3.01
3.25

Oil and gas exploitation
Oil and gas exploration
Oil and gas extraction
Assessment basis

Wl[PP
WIPP
WIPP

Oil or organic fluid spill NAGRA 4.18
Mentioned
Comment: Effects of stray materials left in the repository are discussed on page 212 of
TVO-92.
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Open boreholes AECL 2.47
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: TILA-96 and TVO-92 assume U-tube flow through the repository.

OPERATION AND CLOSURE NEA 2.2
Design

Organic complexation WIPP 2.068
Organic ligands WIPP 2.069
Organics NAGRA 5.21
Organics NAGRA 6.21
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.2 of TVO-92.

Organics/contanmination of bentonite NAGRA 3.24
Design
Comment: Source of the bentonite will be carefully selected and quality checked. Effects
of stray materials left in the repository are discussed in TVO-92.

Osmotic processes WIPP 2.098
Very low consequences
Comment: Osmosis is the process by which water (or any other solvent) diffuses through
a semipermeable (or differentially permeable) membrane in response to a concentration
gradient. In geological settings, osmotic processes can occur if waters of different
salinities and/or chemistries exist on either side of a particular lithology (for example,
clay) or a lithological boundary that behaves as a semipermeable membrane.

Other canister degradation processes NAGRA 2.10
Discussed
Comment: Chapters 8 of TVO-92 and 10 of TILA-96.

Other future uses of crystalline rock SKI/SKB 5.35
TVO-85

Other resources WLPP 3.08
Other resources WIPP 3.14
Very low probability
Comment: The candidate sites are located in areas of common rock types and have a low
ore and mineral potential.

Other waste (other than used fuel) AECL 1.58
Design
Comment: Besides of spent fuel, only some operational and decommissioning waste of
the encapsulation facility will be disposed of in the repository.

Outdoor spraying of water AECL 3.077
Biosphere
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Oxic corrosion
Discussed
Comment: Chapters 8 and 10 of TVO-92.

NAGRA 2.04

Oxidizing conditions
Scenario

SKI/SKB 4.1.01

Ozone layer
Ozone layer failure
Very low consequences

AECL
AECL

2.48
3.078

Pb-I reactions SKVSKB 1.2.03
Not considered
Comment: This is a positive FEP. Furthermore, the canister materials contain no lead.

Peat and leaf litter harvesting
Biosphere

AECL 3.079

Pedogenesis NEA 1.7.5
Very low consequences
Comment: Pedogenesis is the development of the solum, the true soil, from
unconsolidated parent material.

Percolation NAGRA 8.32
Biosphere
Comment: The FEP refers to solute transport downwards in the soil profile.

Percolation in shafts AECL 1.59
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: The FEP deals with temperature driven flow in shafts. TILA-96 and TVO-92
assume U-tube flow through the repository.

Periglacial effects
Permafrost
Permafrost
Permafrost
Permafrost
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.5 of TVO-92.

NEA
SKI/SKB
NAGRA
ST-94
WIPP

1.3.5
5.17
10.13
59
1.63

Permo-Carboniferous Trough NAGRA 7.03
Assessment basis
Comment: The Permo-Carboniferous Trough is a geological structure (graben) in
Northern Switzerland.

I
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Perturbed buffer material chemistry SKI/SKB 3.1.12
Data selection
Comment: The TLLA-96 and TVO-92 data related to diffusion and retardation in the
bentonite buffer is in general rather conservative when compared with other safety
assessments (see e.g. Stenhouse & Pottinger 1994, SKI 1996). All the variants dealing
with release and transport of radionuclides assume, however, steady time-invariant
circumstances and boundary conditions in the near-field.

pH-deviations
Data selection

SKI/SKB 4.1.02

Phase separation
Assessment basis
Comment: This FEP deals with the properties of glass.

NAGRA 1.07

Physico-chemical degradation of concrete HIMIP 1.1.2
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: The FEP deals mainly with the disposal of intermediate level waste in
concrete boxes. The geohydrological effects of the degradation of the seals are covered
by the conservative flow model and data (U-tube flow through the repository).

Physiography WIPP 1.39
Primary data
Comment: The FEP refers to the geography and topography of the site.

Pitting
Pitting
Model
Comment: Chapter 9 of TVO-92.

AECL
SKI/SKB

1.60
2.1.07

Planning restrictions
Assessment basis

NAGRA 11.11

Plant and animal evolution
Plant roots
Plant uptake
Plant uptake
Plants
Biosphere

Plate movement/tectonic change
TVO-85

NEA
AECL
NEA
WIPP
WIPP

1.7.10
3.080
1.7.1
2.101
1.69

1.2.1NEA

Ploughing
Biosphere

NAGRA 8.38
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Poor closure NEA
Poor emplacement of buffer NAGRA
Poor quality construction NEA
Poorly constructed repository SKI/SKB
Poorly designed repository SKI/SKB
TVO-85

POST-CLOSURE SUB-SURFACE ACTIVITIES (INTRUSION)
NEA

POST-CLOSURE SURFACE ACTIVITIES NEA
TVO-85

2.2.10
3.23
2.1.8
5.08
5.07

2.3
2.4

Post-closure monitoring NEA 2.2.11
Postclosure monitoring SKI/SKB 5.39
Postclosure monitoring WIPP 2.011
Design
Comment: Potential positive effects of postclosure monitoring are not considered.
Monitoring activities shall be designed in such a way that they do not impair the
performance of the disposal system.

Potash exploration
Potash mining
Assessment basis

WIPP 3.02
WIPP 3.13

Precipitation NAGRA 8.29
Precipitation WIPP 2.059
Precipitation and dissolution AECL 1.62
Precipitation and dissolution AECL 2.49
Precipitation (for example, rainfall) WIPP 1.59
Precipitation (meteoric) AECL 3.081
Precipitation, temperature and soil water balance NEA 1.3.1
Precipitation/dissolution SITE-94 60
Model
Comment: The FEPs deal either with rainfall, which is taken into consideration in
groundwater flow modelling, or dissolution and precipitation in the near-field, which is
taken into consideration in the near-field modelling.

Precipitation of silicates/silica gel
Assessment basis
Comment: The FEP deals with the properties of glass.

NAGRA 1.18

Preclosure events
Design

AECL 1.61

Preferential pathways in canister
Model

SITE-94 61
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Preferential pathways in the buffer/backfill
Model
Comment: The initial canister defect scenarios of TELA-96 assume
fracture in the rock just opposite the defect in the canister.

SKI/SKB 3.2.08

a water-conducting

Present-day biosphere
Biosphere

NAGRA 8.01

Present-day climatic conditions
Model

NAGRA 10.01

Pressurization
Assessment basis
Comment: The FEP deals with salt creep.

WIPP 2.026

Properties of bentonite buffer
Data selection

SITE-94 62

Properties of failed canister
Model

Properties of far-field rock
Properties of near-field rock
Properties of tunnel backfill
Data selection

Pseudo-colloids
Pseudo-colloids
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.2 of TVO-92 and page 159 of TLLA-96.

Quality control
Quality control
Quality control
Design

SITE-94 63

SITE-94 64
SITE-94 65
SITE-94 66

AECL 2.50
AECL 1.63

NAGRA 1.25
NAGRA 2.21
NAGRA 3.22

Quarrying, near surface extraction
Very low consequences
Comment: Potential adverse effects on geohydrology are covered
flow model and data (U-tube flow through the repository).

NEA 2.4.10

by the conservative

Radiation damage AECL 1.64
Radiation damage NAGRA 1.10
Model
Comment: The dissolution of the fuel is modelled with the "a-self-oxidation" model
which is based on that the fuel matrix is degraded due to alpha radiolysis in a thin layer
water on the fuel surface. Other radiation effects on materials are less significant.
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Radiation doses
Model

NAGRA 8.15

Radiation effects
Model
Comment: The FEP deals with radiolysis and radiation damage.

AECL 2.52

Radiation effects on bentonite
Radiation effects on buffer/backfill
Radiation effects on canister
Radiation effects on canister
Very low consequences

SKI/SKB 3.1.13
SITE-94 67
SKI/SKB 2.3.05
SITE-94 68

Radiation shielding
Design

NAGRA 2.11

Radioactive decay
Radioactive decay
Radioactive decay
Radioactive decay
Radioactive decay and ingrowth
Radioactive decay and ingrowth
Radioactive Decay, fuel
Radioactive decay of mobile nuclides
Radioactive decay; heat
Model

AECL
AECL
AECL
NAGRA
HMLP
NEA
SITE-94
SITE-94
SKIUSKB

1.65
2.51
3.082
0.1
1.3.1
3.4.4
69
70
1.1.02

1.2.4
2.055

2.2.1
3.4

2.016
2.017

Radioactive gases
Radioactive gases
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.3 of TVO-92.

HAIR
WIIPP

Radioactive waste disposal error
RADIOLOGICAL
Generic

NEA
NEA

Radiological effects on containers
Radiological effects on seals
Very low consequences

WIPP
wJ:PP
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Radiological effects on waste
Radiolysis
Radiolysis
Radiolysis
Radiolysis
Radiolysis
Radiolysis
Radiolysis
Radiolysis of brine
Model

WIPP 2.015
AECL 1.66
SKI/SKB 1.2.01
SKI1SKB 3.1.09
NAGRA 1.23
NAGRA 3.19
NEA 3.4.1
SITE-94 71
WIPP 2.052

Radiolysis of cellulose
Assessment basis

WIPP 2.053

Radiolysis prior to wetting
Discussed
Comment: Pages 91 of TVO-92 and 56 of TILA-96.

SMTE-94 72

Radionuclide accumulation in sediments
Radionuclide accumulation in soils
Biosphere

Radionuclide decay and ingrowth
Model

NAGRA
NAGRA

8.05
8.06

WIPP 2.012

Radionuclide inventory
Primary data

NAGRA 1.02

Radionuclide migration
Radionuclide release from EDZ
Model

NAGRA
NAGRA

4.08
4.13

Radionuclide release from glass
Assessment basis

NAGRA 1.19

Radionuclide retardation NAGRA
Radionuclide retardation NAGRA
Radionuclide sorption NAGRA
Radionuclide sorption NAGRA
Radionuclide sorption and co-precipitation NAGRA
Radionuclide source term NAGRA
Radionuclide transport NAGRA
Radionuclide transport through buffer NAGRA
Radionuclide transport through LPD NAGRA
Radionuclide transport through MWCF NAGRA
Model
Comment: LPD and MWCF are structures and domains in the Swiss bedrock.

3.10
4.09
7.09
8.17
2.15
1.20
2.20
3.16.
5.05
6.05
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Radionuclide uptake and dosimetry FEPs WIPP 4.05
Radionuclide uptake and dosimetry FEPs WIPP 4.06
Radionuclide uptake and dosimetry FEPs WIPP 4.07
Radionuclide volatilisation/aerosol/dust production NAGRA 8.12
Radiotoxic contaminants AECL 3.083
Biosphere

Radon emission AECL 3.084
Radon pathways and doses NAGRA 8.45
Not considered
Comment: Indoor inhalation dose from radon is not estimated. In our mind, the exposure
due to indoor radon could best be assessed and scaled by comparing the amounts of
uranium and radium in the repository to the amounts in the bedrock and by comparing
their release rates from the repository and from the natural bedrock into the biosphere
(see the discussion on page 1 0O of TVO-92).

Ranching WIPP 3.54
Biosphere

Random canister defects - quality control SKI/SKB 2.5.01
Scenario

Rate of glass dissolution NAGRA 1.12
Assessment basis

Reactions with cement pore water SKI1SKB 3.1.07
Data selection
Comment: Concrete in the repository may affect chemical conditions in the repository
and nearby rock. The TILA-96 and TVO-92 data related to retardation and transport of
radionuclides is in general rather conservative when compared with other safety
assessments (see e.g. McKinley & Savage 1994, Stenhouse & Pottinger 1994, SKI
1996).

Recharge groundwater AECL 1.67
Recharge groundwater AECL 2.53
Data selection
Comment: The FEP deals with geochemistry.

Recharge to groundwater NEA 1.5.3
Model

Recoil of alpha-decay SKI/SKB 1.1.03
Not considered
Comment: The alpha-decay recoil may affect release of alpha-decay daughters from the
fuiel matrix. These effects are covered by the conservative "a-self-oxidation" fuel
dissolution model.
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Reconcentration
Reconcentration
Very low probability

SKI/SKB
SITE-94

4.1.06
73

2.3.1Recovery of repository materials
TVO-85

NEA

Recrystallization
Not considered
Comment: This is a positive FEP.

SKI/SKB 1.2.07

Recycling
Biosphere
Comment: The FEP deals with recycling of contaminated materials.

AECL 3.085

_ _ ._ _ _

Redox front SKI/SKB 3.1.11
Redox front SITE-94 74
TVO-85
Comment: Movement of redox front in the near-field and geosphere is modelled in
TVO-85. In the oxidising near-field scenarios of TVO-92 and TILA-96, redox front is
assumed to be at the interface of the near-field and geosphere.

Redox potential
Data selection

SKI/SKB 1.2.08

Reduced mechanical strength SITE-94 75
Discussed
Comment: The effects of the corrosion of inner steel container / cast iron insert of the
copper-iron canister designs are discussed in Chapters 10.3 of TVO-92 and 10.2 of
TLA-96.

Reduction-oxidation fronts WIPP 2.065
TVO-85
Comment: Movement of redox front in the near-field and geosphere is modelled in
TVO-85. In the oxidising near-field scenarios of TVO-92 and TILA-96, redox front is
assumed to be at the interface of the near-field and geosphere.

Reduction-oxidation kinetics
Not considered

WIPP 2.066

Reflooding
Not considered

AECL 1.68

Regional horizontal movements
Mentioned
Comment: Page 218 of TVO-92.

NAGRA 9.01
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Regional metamorphism HMIP 2.1.3
Very low consequences
Comment: Metamorphism is the change of existing solid rock to another rock by the
action of heat, pressure, and/or chemically active fluids. Metamorphic activity requires
depths of burial much greater than the depth of the repository.

Regional stress regime NAGRA 5.14
Regional stress regime NAGRA 6.14
Design

Regional tectonic activity HMIP 2.1.1
Regional tectonics WIPP 1.04
Discussed
Comment: Regional tectonics is discussed in Chapter 13.3.4 of TVO-92. TVO-92 also
includes a scenario where a major postglacial fault is assumed to intersect the repository.

Regional uplift and subsidence WIPP 1.05
Regional vertical movements NAGRA 9.02
Model
Comment: Postglacial land uplift is taken into consideration in the groundwater flow
modelling of the Olkiluoto site at the coast of the Baltic Sea. TVO-92 also includes
a scenario where a major postglacial fault is assumed to intersect the repository.

Release from fuel matrix SITE-94 76
Release from metal parts SITE-94 77
Release of radionuclides from the failured canister SKI/SKB 1.5
Model

Removal mechanisms NAGRA 8.43
Biosphere

Repository flooding during operation NEA 2.2.8
Assessment basis

Repository induced Pb/Cu electrochemical reactions SKFSKB 2.1.06.1
Assessment basis

Repository records, markers NAGRA 11.10
Mentioned
Comment: Page 222 of TVO-92.

Resaturation SKEISKB 5.14
Resaturation, near-field rock SITE-94 78
Resaturation of bentonite buffer SITE-94 79
Resaturation of tunnel backfill SITE-94 80
Not considered
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Reservoirs WI[PP 3.43
TVO-85

Residual canister (crack/hole effects) NAGRA 2.13
Model

Resource mining NEA 2.3.6
Very low probability
Comment: The candidate sites are located in areas of common rock types and have a low
ore and mineral potential.

Retrievability AECL 1.69
Design

Reuse of boreholes SKI/SKB 5.36
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: TILA-96 and TVO-92 assume U-tube flow through the repository.

Rinse WIPP 2.083
Very low consequences
Comment: Particles formed from the waste through rinse are above colloidal size and
cannot migrate, because the flow of groundwater is most likely too slow.

River flooding WIPP 1.58
River flow and lake level changes NEA 1.5.1
River meander NEA 1.4.4
River meandering SKICSKB 6.09
River rechannelled NEA 2.4.3
River, stream, channel erosion NEA 1.4.3
Rivercourse meander AECL 3.086
Very low consequences
Comment: Some of these FEPs deal mainly with the biosphere. Potential adverse effects
on geohydrology are covered by the conservative flow model and data (U-tube flow
through the repository). Erosion of the Finnish crystalline bedrock is discussed in
TVO-85.

Rock heterogeneity NEA 1.2.11
Rock properties AECL 2.54
Data selection

Rock properties - undetected features AECL 2.55
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: Undetected features are covered by the conservative flow model and data
(U-tube flow through the repository into a well).
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Rock property changes HMIP 2.2.2
Data selection
Comment: The FEP deals with the increases and decreases in permeability and porosity
caused by the alkaline plume that will migrate out of a cementitious repository for
intermediate level waste. The spent fuel repository does not contain so large amounts of
concrete. Furthermore, the TILA-96 and TVO-92 data related to the transport of
radionuclides through the geosphere is in general rather conservative when compared
with other safety assessments (see e.g. Stenhouse & Pottinger 1994, SKI 1996). All the
variants dealing with release and transport of radionuclides assume, however, steady
time-invariant circumstances and boundary conditions in the geosphere. Changes in
fracture properties is discussed in TVO-85.

Role of chlorides in copper corrosion SKI/SKB 2.1.05
Discussed
Comment: Chapters 8 of TVO-92 and 10 of TILA-96.

Role of the eventual channeling within the canister SKIISKB 2.1.04
Model

Roof falls WIPP 2.022
TVO-85
Comment: Potential adverse effects on geohydrology are covered by the conservative
flow model and data (U-tube flow through the repository).

Runoff AECL 3.087
Biosphere

Sabotage AECL 2.56
Sabotage NEA 2.2.7
Sabotage and improper operation AECL 1.70
TVO-85

Saline intrusion WIPP 1.29
Saline intrusion WIPP 1.34
Assessment basis
Comment: The FEPs are related to disposal in salt formations. Effects of saline ground-
waters are taken into consideration in TLLA-96 and TVO-92.

Saline (or fresh) groundwater intrusion SKI/SKB 5.01
Saline or freshwater intrusion NEA 1.5.7
Salinity effects on flow AECL 2.57
Model

Salt creep WIPP 2.020
Salt deformation WIPP 1.06
Assessment basis

Saltation AECL 3.088
Biosphere
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Saturated groundwater flow HMLP 1.5.4
Saturated groundwater flow WIPP 1.23
Model

Saturation AECL 2.58
Saturation of sorption sites SKI/SKB 3.1.02
Not considered
Comment: Saturation of sorption sites is not explicitly discussed in TILA-96, TVO-92 or
TVO-85. The TILA-96 and TVO-92 sorption data is in general rather conservative when
compared with other safety assessments (see e.g. Stenhouse & Pottinger 1994, SKI
1996).

Scavengers and predators AECL 3.089
Biosphere

Sea level change AECL 2.59
Sea level changes SITE-94 81
Sea level changes WIPP 1.68
Model
Comment: Changes in sea level (postglacial land uplift at the coast of the Baltic Sea) are
taken into consideration in the groundwater flow modelling of the Olkiluoto site. In
a scenario, the Olkiluoto island is assumed to have become an inland site.

Sea water use WIPP 3.51
Biosphere

Sea-level rise/fall NEA 1.3.4
Model
Comment: Changes in sea level (postglacial land uplift at the coast of the Baltic Sea) are
taken into consideration in the groundwater flow modelling of the Olkiluoto site. In
a scenario, the Olkiluoto island is assumed to have become an inland site.

Seal chemical composition WIPP 2.008
Data selection
Comment: Concrete in the repository may affect chemical conditions in the repository
and nearby rock. The TILA-96 and TVO-92 data related to retardation and transport of
radionuclides is in general rather conservative when compared with other safety
assessments (see e.g. McKinley & Savage 1994, Stenhouse & Pettinger 1994, SKI
1996).

Seal evolution AECL 1.71
Seal failure AECL 1.72
Seal geometry WIPP 2.006
Seal physical properties WIPP 2.007
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: TILA-96 and TVO-92 assume U-tube flow through the repository.
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Seas and oceans WIPP 1.64
Model
Comment: Changes in sea level (postglacial land uplift at the coast of the Baltic Sea) are
taken into consideration in the groundwater flow modelling of the Olkiluoto site. In
a scenario, the Olkiluoto island is assumed to have become an inland site.

Seasonality of climate NAGRA 10.03
Seasons AECL 3.090
Biosphere

Secular equilibrium of radionuclide chains NAGRA 8.18
Biosphere
Comment: The stylised WELL-96 scenario takes into account all daughter nuclides with
half-lives greater than one day. Short-lived daughters are assumed to be in equilibrium
with their parents (equal release rates in Bq/yr from the geosphere into the biosphere).
The effects of daughters (including those with a very short half-life) produced in vivo are
accounted for in the ICRP dose coefficients.

Sediment resuspension in water bodies AECL 3.091
Sediment transport including bioturbation HMIP 4.2.3
Sediment/water/gas interaction with the atmosphere. HMIP 4.2.4
Sedimentation NAGRA 8.23
Sedimentation in water bodies AECL 3.092
Biosphere

Sedimentation of bentonite SKIISKB 3.1.06
Sedimentation of bentonite SITE-94 82
Very low probability
Comment: Sedimentation in bentonite-water systems only occurs when the water content
is so high that the properties of the system are similar to those of a liquid. In the vicinity
of the canister, the effects of sedimentation are thus negligible. Sedimentation of water-
transported buffer material may, however, play a significant role in the sealing of rock
fissures.

Seismic activity NAGRA 9.05
Seismic activity WIPP 1.12
Seismicity HMIP 2.1.6
Seismicity NEA 1.2.8
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.4 of TVO-92.

Selective leaching NAGRA 1.13
Assessment basis
Comment: The FEP deals with properties of glass.

Sensitization to radiation AECL 3.093
Biosphere
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Shaft and tunnel seals NAGRA 4.17
Shaft or access tunnel seal failure and degradation NEA 2.1.3
Shaft seal failure AECL 2.60
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: T1LA-96 and TVO-92 assume U-tube flow through the repository.

Shallow dissolution WIPP 1.16
TVO-85
Comment: The FEPs deals with mineral dissolution.

Showers and humidifiers AECL 3.094
Biosphere

Site flooding NEA 1.5.2
Very low consequences
Comment: Postclosure flooding of a coastal site likely has more beneficial than adverse
effects on the performance of the disposal system.

Smoking AECL 3.095
Soil AECL 3.096
Soil NAGRA 8.25
Soil and sediment bioturbation NEA 1.7.4
Soil depth AECL 3.097
Soil development WIPP 1.50
Soil formation NAGRA 8.24
Soil leaching AECL 3.098
Soil moisture and evaporation HMLP 4.2.1
Soil porewater pH AECL 3.099
Soil sorption AECL 3.100
Soil type AECL 3.101
Biosphere

Solar insolation NEA 1.1.2
Discussed
Comment: Climate change is discussed in Chapter 13.3.5 of TVO-92.

Solid discharge via erosional processes HNMIP 4.1.2
TVO-85

Solifluction NEA 1.4.8
Very low consequences
Comment: Solifluction is a type of creep that takes place in regions where the ground
freezes to a considerable depth and as it thaws during the warm seasons the upper
thawed position creeps downhill over the frozen material. The soil moves as a viscous
liquid down slopes of as little as 2 or 3 degrees and may carry rocks of considerable size
in suspension.

Solubility and precipitation SKI/SKB 5.44
Model
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Solubility limit NEA 1.6.6
Solubility limits/colloid formation NAGRA 5.16
Solubility limits/colloid formation NAGRA 6.16
Primary data
Comment: Effects of colloids are discussed in Chapter 13.3.2 of TVO-92 and page 159
of TILA-96.

Solubility within fuel matrix SKI/SKB 1.2.06
Model
Comment: The FEP refers to the solubility of species contained in the fuel matrix in the
water entering the canister after it has failed.

Solute transport WIPP 2.077
Model

Solute transport resistance NAGRA 1.16
Not considered
Comment: This is a positive FEP referring to the resistance caused by limited dimensions
of cracks and fissures in the fuel and rock.

Solution chimneys WIPP 1.19
Assessment basis
Comment: The FEP deals with cavities formed in salt or other evaporite minerals.

Solution mining AECL 2.61
Very low probability
Comment: The candidate sites are located in areas of common rock types and have a low
ore and mineral potential. Furthermore, the permeability of the crystalline bedrock is so
low that solution mining is improbable.

Soret effect SKIISKB 3.2.10
Soret effect SrIE-94 83
Soret effect WIPP 2.093
Very low consequences
Comment: The Soret effect is a dffusion process caused by a thermal gradient. In liquids
having both light and heavy molecules, the heavier molecules tend to concentrate in the
colder regions. Typically, large temperature gradients are required for Soret diffusion to
be significant as compared with Fickian diffusion.

Sorption AECL 1.73
Sorption AECL 2.62
Sorption SKI/SKB 4.1.04
Sorption NAGRA 5.09
Sorption NAGRA 6.09
Sorption NEA 1.6.7
Sorption SITE-94 84
Model
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Sorption - nonlinear AECL 1.74
Sorption - nonlinear AECL 2.63
Not considered
Comment: Non-linear sorption refers to a case where the partitioning of radionuclides
between sorbed and aqueous phases is dependent on concentration and is to be described
by a non-linear isotherm. Conservative linear isotherms (Kd values) are used in TVO-92
and TELA-96.

Sorption on filling material SITE-94 85
Not considered
Comment: Sorption on canister materials is a positive FEP not taken into consideration
in TLLA-96 and TVO-92.

Source terms (expected) AECL 1.75
Source terms (other) AECL 1.76
Model

Space heating AECL 3.102
Biosphere

Spaflings WIPP 2.086
Assessment basis
Comment: Spalling of waste material into an intrusion borehole may occur if high-
pressure gas flows into the borehole. The Finnish crystalline bedrock does not contain
highly pressurised zones of fluids or gases.

Speciation AECL 1.77
Speciation AECL 2.64
Speciation NAGRA 0.2
Speciation WIPP 2.056
Data selection

Stability AECL 1.78
TVO-85
Comment: The FEP deals with the mechanical stability of the repository.

Stability of Uo2 AECL 1.79
Model

Stainless steel fabrication flask NAGRA 1.03
Assessment basis
Comment: The FEP refers to the thin container which acts as a mould for the molten
glass.

Stratigraphy WIPP 1.01
Model
Comment: Strafigraphy refers to the thickness and lateral extent of geological domains.
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Stray materials left SKI/SKB 5.03
Mentioned
Comment: Page 212 of TVO-92.

Stream and river flow WIPP 1.51
Very low consequences

Stress changes - hydrogeological effects NAGRA 9.06
Not considered
Comment: The FEP deals mainly with hydrogeological effects of earthquakes. The post-
glacial faulting scenario of TVO-92 assumes, among other things, enhanced flow of
groundwater from the repository into the biosphere.

Stress changes of conductivity SKI/SKB 5.24
TVO-85
Comment: The FEP deals with thermo-hydro-mechanical effects in the near-field rock.

Stress corrosion cracking SKI/SKB 2.3.03
Stress corrosion cracking NAGRA 2.09
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 8 of TVO-92.

Stress field SITE-94 86
Stress field changes, settling, subsidence or caving NEA 2.1.4
Stress regime NAGRA 7.10
Design
Comment: Stress field and potential (non-drastic) changes in stress are taken into
consideration in the design of the disposal system. Effects of a particular type of drastic
change are considered in the postglacial faulting scenario of TVO-92.

Subsidence WIPP 2.023
Subsidence/collapse NEA 3.3.4
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: Geohydrological effects of a potential cave in are covered by the assumed
U-tube flow through the repository.

Sudden energy release SKETSEB 1.4
Very low probability
Comment: Sudden release of lattice energy stored in the fuel, similar to the Wigner
effect, is considered to be impossible. Potential sabotage actions are discussed in
TVO-85.

Surface denudation NAGRA 10.12
Surface disruptions WIPP 3.41
TVO-85

Surface pollution (soils, rivers) NAGRA 11.08
Mentioned
Comment: Page 212 of TVO-92.
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Surface run-off NAGRA 8.34
Surface water bodies AECL 3.103
Surface water bodies NAGRA 8.26
Surface water bodies WIPP 1.52
Biosphere
Comment: Potential adverse effects on geohydrology are covered by the conservative
flow model (U-tube flow through the repository).

Surface water chemistry SITE-94 87
Discussed
Comment: Intrusion of oxidising surface water into the geosphere is discussed in
Chapters 13.3.5 of TVO-92 and 10.1 of TILA-96. TVO-92 includes a scenario where
conditions in the repository and geosphere are assumed to be oxidising.

Surface water flow (river Rhine) NAGRA 8.19
Surface water mixing HMIP 4.2.2
Surface water pH AECL 3.104
Suspended sediment transport NAGRA 8.36
Suspension in air AECL 3.105
Biosphere

Suspensions of particles WLPP 2.082
Very low consequences
Comment: Particles which are above colloidal size can not migrate, because the flow
of groundwater is most likely too slow.

Swelling of bentonite into tunnels and cracks SKI/SKB 3.2.01.1
Mentioned
Comment: Swelling of bentonite into rock fissures is mentioned on page 130 of TVO-92.

Swelling of corrosion products SKI/SKB 3.2.07
Discussed
Comment: Page 57 of TILA-96.

Swelling of tunnel backfill SITE-94 88
Mentioned
Comment: Swelling of bentonite into rock fissures is mentioned on page 130 of TVO-92.

Swelling pressure AECL 1.80
Design

Technological advances in food production AECL 3.106
Biosphere

Tectonic activity - large scale SKI/SKB 6.14
TVO-85
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Temperature WIPP 1.60
Data selection
Comment: The FEP deals with the local climate.

Temperature, bentonite buffer SITE-94 89
Temperature, canister SITE-94 90
TVO-85

Temperature effects AECL 1.81
Temperature, far-field SITE-94 91
Temperature, near-field rock SITE-94 92
Design
Comment: Temperature effects are a key factor in the design of the repository.
Temperature effects on groundwater flow are taken into consideration in the modelling.

Temperature rises (unexpected effects) AECL 1.82
Very low probability
Comment: The FEP deals with unexpected phenomena and effects, such as formation of
molten materials or an ore body, very high stresses, fire and explosion.

Temperature, tunnel backfill SITE-94 93
Design
Comment: Temperature effects are a key factor in the design of the repository.
Temperature effects on groundwater flow are taken into consideration in the modelling.

Teratogenic contaminants AECL 3.107
Biosphere
Comment: The FEP refers to contaminants (e.g. radionuclides) which could cause
developmental disturbances in humans and other organisms.

Terrestrial surface AECL 3.108
Biosphere

THERMAL NEA 3.1
Generic

Thermal buoyancy SKIT/SKB 4.2.04
Model
Comment: The effects of temperature on the water density and viscosity are taken into
the consideration in the groundwater flow modelling.

Thermal cracking SKISKB 2.3.01
Very low probability

Thermal degradation of buffer/backfill SITE-94 94
TVO-85
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Thermal effects NEA 2.1.10
Thermal effects Chemical and microbiological changes EIMP 1.63
Data selection
Comment: The (latter) FEP deals with thermal effects in a repository for intermediate
level waste. The processes which may be influenced by increased temperatures include:
metal corrosion, physico-chemical degradation of concrete and waste-forms, microbial
degradation of organic wastes, gas production, complex formation, colloid production,
solubility, sorption, and speciation. Thermal effects are a key factor in the design of the
spent fuel repository. The TILA-96 and TVO-92 data related to the transport of
radionuclides in the near-field and geosphere in general rather conservative when
compared with other safety assessments (see e.g. McKinley & Savage 1994, Stenhouse
& Pottinger 1994, SKI 1996). All the variants dealing with release and transport of
radionuclides assume, however, steady time-invariant circumstances in the near-field and
geosphere.

Thermal effects Hydrogeological changes HMIP 1.6.2
Thermal effects on groundwater flow WIPP 1.28
Model

Thermal effects on material properties WIPP 2.029
Thermal effects on the buffer material SKJSKB 3.2.05
Thermal effects Rock-mass changes HMIP 1.6.1
TVO-85

Thermal effects Transport (diffusion) effects HMIP 1.6.4
Data selection
Comment: Diffusion rates (water-borne and surface) are higher in higher temperatures.
The TILA-96 and TVO-92 diffusion data is in general rather conservative. All the
variants dealing with release and transport of radionuclides use, however, time- and
temperature-invariant diffusion data in the near-field and rock matrix.

Thermal evolution NAGRA 3.02
Design
Comment: The FEP deals with the temperature in the bentonite buffer and other design
factors.

Thermally-induced stress changes WIPP 2.030
TVO-85

Thermo-chemical effects HMIP 1.2.8
Assessment basis
Comment: The FEP deals with the effects due to a build up of a large gas (hydrogen)
bubble in a repository for intermediate level waste. The effect of such a bubble on the
thermal regime in the repository might be significant because the gas would act thermally
to insulate the disposal caverns.

Thermo-hydro-mechanical effects SKI/SKB 4.2.07
TVO-85
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Thermochemical change SKI/SKB 4.1.07
Data selection
Comment: According to the SK1I/SKB database, this FEP should be interpreted as the
influence on all chemical equilibria and reaction kinetics by changes in temperature. The
TILA-96 and TVO-92 data related to the transport of radionuclides in the near-field and
geosphere in general rather conservative when compared with other safety assessments
(see e.g. McKinley & Savage 1994, Stenhouse & Pottinger 1994, SKI 1996). All the
variants dealing with release and transport of radionuclides assume, however, steady
time- and temperature-invariant circumstances in the near-field and geosphere.

Time dependence AECL 1.83
Generic
Comment: In TILA-96 and TVO-92, the effects of the evolution of the disposal system
are covered by a large number of scenarios (variants). All the variants dealing with
release and transport of radionuclides assume, however, steady time-invariant circum-
stances and boundary conditions in the near-field and the geosphere.

Topography (current) AECL 2.65
Topography (future) AECL 2.66
Primary data
Comment: Topography is a primary input in the groundwater flow modelling. Postglacial
land uplift at the coast of the Baltic Sea are taken into consideration in the groundwater
flow modelling of the Olkiluoto site.

Total corrosion rate NAGRA 2.08
Model

Total release from fuel elements SITE-94 95
Model

Toxicity of mined rock AECL 3.109
Assessment basis

TRANSPORT AND GEOCHEMICAL NEA 1.6
Transport and release of nuclides, bentonite buffer SITE-94 96
Transport and release of nuclides, failed canister SITE-94 97
Transport and release of nuclides, near-field rock SITE-94 98
Transport and release of nuclides, tunnel backfill SITE-94 99
Model

Transport in gases or of gases AECL 1.84
Discussed
Comment: Chapters 10 and 13.3.3 of TVO-92.

Transport of chemically-active substances into the near-field HMIP 1.5.5
Discussed
Comment: Chapters 8, 9 and 13.3.2 of TVO-92 and Chapter 10 of TILA-96.
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Transport of radioactive gases
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.3 of TVO-92.

WIPP 2.089

Tree sap
Biosphere

AECL 3.110

TRU alkaline or organic plume NAGRA 5.20
TRU alkaline or organics plume NAGRA 6.20
TRU silos cementitious plume NAGRA 4.19
TRU silos (siting) NAGRA 4.15
Assessment basis
Comment: The FEP deals with the co-disposal of long-lived intermediate waste in
a cementitious cavern.

Tundra climate
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 13.3.5 of TVO-92.

NAGRA 10.05

Tunneling
Tunnelling
TVO-85

w1IPP
NEA

3.15
2.3.7

Turbulence
Very low probability
Comment: The FEP deals with turbulent flow of groundwater.

Uncertainties
Uncertainties
Uncertainties

AECL 2.67

AECL
AECL
AECL

1.85
2.68
3.111

Scenario
Comment: The set of scenarios in TVO-92 and TILA-96 aim to cover the uncertainties
related to release and transport of radionuclides. The remaining uncertainties are
discussed in Chapters 13.3 and 14.4 of TVO-92 and 15.4 of TILA-96.

Underground boreholes WIPP
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: TILA-96 and TVO-92 assume U-tube flow through the repository.

2.039

Underground construction
Underground dwellings
TVO-85

NEA 2.3.8
SKI/SKB 5.28

Underground nuclear device testing
Underground nuclear testing
Underground test of nuclear devices
Very low probability

WIEPP
NEA
SKI/SKB

3.20
2.3.12
5.30
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Undetected discontinuities SKIISKB 6.12
Undetected features NEA 1.2.12
Undetected fracture zones SKI/SKB 6.01
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: Undetected features are covered by the conservative flow model and data
(U-tube flow through the repository into a well).

Undetected past intrusions NEA 2.1.1
Very low probability

Uneven swelling of bentonite SKIISKB 3.2.01.2
TVO-85

Uniform corrosion AECL 1.86
Model

Unmodelled design features AECL 1.87
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: The conservative models (e.g. U-tube flow through the repository) aim to
cover also potential adverse effects of unmodelled details of the design.

Unsaturated flow due to gas production HMLP 1.5.3
Unsaturated groundwater flow WIPP 1.24
Unsaturated rock AECL 2.69
Unsaturated transport AECL 1.88
Very low probability
Comment: The repository is assumed to be saturated rather quickly after the sealing. Gas
generation in defective canisters cannot cause significant desaturation in the repository.

Unsealed boreholes and/or shafts SKI/SKB 5.09
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: TILA-96 and TVO-92 assume U-tube flow through the repository.

Unsuccessful attempt of site improvement SKIISKB 5.40
Not considered

Uplift and subsidence SKI/SKB 5.16
Uplift and subsidence NEA 1.2.6
Model
Comment: Postglacial land uplift at the coast of the Baltic Sea are taken into
consideration in the groundwater flow modelling of the Olkiluoto site. In a scenario, the
Olkiluoto island is assumed to have become an inland site.

Uptake by crops NAGRA 8.09
Uptake by deep rooting species NEA 1.7.3
Uptake by livestock NAGRA 8.10
Uptake in fish NAGRA 8.11
Biosphere
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Urbanization on the discharge site AECL 3.112
Not considered
Comment: Potential adverse effects on geohydrology are covered by the conservative
flow model and data (U-tube flow through the repository).

Vault closure (incomplete)
TVO-85

AECL 2.70

Vault collapse HMIP 1.4.2
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: Geohydrological effects are covered by the assumed U-tube flow through the
repository.

Vault geometry AECL 1.89
Primary data

Vault heating effects AECL 2.71
Design
Comment: Temperature effects are a key factor in the design of the repository.
Temperature effects on groundwater flow are taken into consideration in the modelling.
See also comments under the "Temperature ... " and "Thermal ... " FEPs.

Vault heating effects AECL 3.113
Biosphere
Comment: The FEP deals with the rather minor heating effects of the repository on the
ground surface and biosphere.

Void space
Primary data
Comment: The FEP deals with the void space inside the canister.

NAGRA 1.04

Voids in the lead filling
Assessment basis

SKI/SKB 2.4

Volcanic activity
Volcanism
Volcanism
TVO-85

WpPP
AECL
SKI/SKB

1.13
2.72
5.13

Volume increase of corrosion products
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 10.2 of TILA-96.

SITE-94 100

Warmer climate - arid
Warmer climate - equable humid
Warmer climate - seasonal humid
Biosphere
Comment: Potential adverse effects on geohydrology are covered
flow model and data (U-tube flow through the repository).

NAGRA
NAGRA
NAGRA

10.07
10.09
10.08

by the conservative
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Waste corrosion and solubility and speciation of radionuclides HMIP 1.1.3
Model

Waste inventory WIPP 2.002
Primary data

Waste product (glass) NAGRA 1.01
Assessment basis

Waste retrieval, mining SKIISKB 5.33
TVO-85

Waste-form and backfill consolidation HMIP 1.4.1
Covered by conceptual model
Comments: Effects of consolidation of tunnel backfill are covered by the assumed U-tube
flow through the repository. Canister sinking in the deposition hole is discussed in
TVO-85.

Waste-induced borehole flow WIPP 3.32
Covered by conceptual model
Comment: TILA-96 and TVO-92 assume U-tube flow through the repository.

Water chemistry, bentonite buffer SITE-94 101
Water chemistry, canister SITE-94 102
Water chemistry in near-field rock SITE-94 103
Water chemistry, tunnel backfill SITE-94 104
Data selection

Water flow at the bentonite-host rock interface NAGRA 4.07
Model

Water leaking into basements AECL 3.114
Biosphere
Comment: The FEP deals with water leaking into the basement of a building.

Water management projects AECL 3.115
Water management schemes NAGRA 11.06
Biosphere
Comment: Potential adverse effects on geohydrology are covered by the conservative
flow model and data (U-tube flow through the repository).

Water producing well SKIJSKB 5.41
Water resource exploitation NAGRA 8.07
Water resources exploration WIJPP 3.03
Water source AECL 3.116
Model
Comment: A bored well is the main exposure pathway in TLLA-96 and TVO-92.
Potential adverse effects on flow of groundwater are covered by the conservative flow
model and data.
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Water turnover, copper canister SITE-94 105
Water turnover, steel vessel SITE-94 106
Discussed
Comment: Chapter 10 of TVO-92.

Water-conducting features (types) NAGRA 5.02
Water-conducting features (types) NAGRA 6.02
Primary data

Weathering of flow paths SKI/SKB 6.06
TVO-85

Wells AECL 2.73
Wells (high-demand) AECL 2.74
Model
Comment: A bored well is the main exposure pathway in TILA-96 and TVO-92.
Potential adverse effects on flow of groundwater are covered by the conservative flow
model and data.

Wetlands AECL 3.117
Biosphere

Wicking WIPP 2.041
Very low consequences
Comment: The FEP deals with capillary rise which is a potential transport mechanism in
unsaturated conditions.

Wind AECL 3.118
Biosphere
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3.3 Statistics

The statistics of the auditing is presented in Table 3-3. It gives occasion for some
remarks:
* FEPs classified into the "Covered by conceptual moder' and "Data selection"

categories include a fairly wide selection of FEPs which, in our mind, are
adequately covered by the conservative conceptual models and data of TVO-92
and TILA-96 (for example, the assumed U-tube flow through the repository into
the well, and the conservative Kd values and other retardation data).

* As discussed in Section 2.1, the previous TVO-85 (and TVO-82) were rather
comprehensive performance assessments including, for example, thermo-
mechanical analyses and discussions of the long-term evolution of the barrier
system. TVO-92 and TILA-96 are more pronouncedly safety assessments focusing
on release and transport of radionuclides. Design-related and supporting analyses
are presented in parallel and background reports of TVO-92 and TILA-96.

* The fraction of FEPs excluded on the "assessment basis" is, of course, highest in
the cases where the waste form (HMEP, NAGRA) or both the waste form and host
rock (WLPP) differ from our disposal system. The six SKI/SKB FEPs excluded on
"assessment basis" are:
- Accidents during operation
- Chemical toxicity of wastes
- Co-storage of other waste
- Non-sealed repository
- Repository induced Pb/Cu electrochemical reactions
- Voids in the lead filling.

* Biosphere FEPs were excluded also from the SKI/SKB and SITE-94 databases.
* The fraction of "generic" FEPs is highest in the case of the NEA (1992) database

which includes only a list of generalised FEP names.

"Not considered" FEPs will be discussed in more detail in the next section. Lessons
learrt, experiences and the general limitations of auditing will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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Table 3-3. Statistics of auditing.

AECL HMIP NAGRA NEA SKI/SKB SITE-94 WIPP Total

Considered FEPs
Scenario 6 6 7 4 10 4 8 45
Model 41 13 50 21 23 36 36 220
Covered by conc. model 9 6 3 4 6 2 11 41
Primary data 5 0 16 1 4 1 4 31
Data selection 16 5 12 8 14 13 12 80
Design 9 0 18 7 4 7 6 51
Discussed 30 16 37 12 18 21 20 154
Mentioned 1 0 6 5 9 2 7 30
TVO-85 27 10 21 24 30 9 33 154
Subtotal 144 56 170 86 118 95 137 806

FEPs which can
be excluded
Assessment basis 4 5 19 9 6 0 42 85
Biosphere 91 10 40 15 3 0 25 184
Generic 9 0 0 15 1 0 1 26
Very low probability 11 4 2 4 8 2 9 40
Very low consequences 12 3 3 13 10 4 18 63
Subtotal 127 22 64 56 28 6 95 398

Not considered 10 1 11 4 12 5 14 57

Total 281 79 245 146 158 106 246 1261

3.4 "Not considered" FEPs

The 57 "Not considered" FEPs include
* 8 positive FEPs which have conservatively omitted
* 14 FEPs related to different forms of human intrusion and actions
* 9 FEPs related to desaturation/resaturation of the repository and nearby rock
* 6 FEPs related to the kinetics of various chemical phenomena (e.g. sorption and

precipitation)
* 4 FEPs related to non-linear sorption and 2 FEPs related to saturation of sorption

sites. Conservative linear isotherms (Kd values) are used in TVO-92 and TILA-96.
* 2 FEPs related to effects of alpha recoil in the fuel and rock
* 1 FEP dealing with potential loss of ductility of copper
* I FEP dealing with the effects of non-gaseous corrosion products of canister on

bentonite. Corrosion of copper is too slow to cause significant effects on bentonite.
The main effects of corrosion of iron are gas generation and mechanical effects on
the canister structure which are discussed in TILA-96 and TVO-92.

* 1 FEP dealing with potential effects of cement on bentonite (See discussion under
the FEP "Interaction with cement components").

* 1 FEP dealing with non-radioactive plume in the geosphere
* 2 FEPs related to hydrological effects of earthquakes
* 2 FEPs related to methane intrusion
* I FEP dealing with "Natural telluric electrochemical reactions" (see the

discussion under this FEP)
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* 1 FEP dealing with the phenomena at the geosphere-biosphere interface. In the

stylised WELL-96 scenario, short-lived daughters are assumed to be in equilibrium

with their parents released from the geosphere (equal release rates in Bq/yr from

the geosphere into the biosphere).

* 2 FEPs related to radon. Indoor inhalation dose from radon is not considered in

TILA-96 and TVO-92. In our mind, the exposure due to indoor radon could best

be assessed and scaled by comparing the amounts of uranium and radium in the

repository to the amounts in the bedrock and by comparing their release rates from

the repository and from the natural bedrock into the biosphere (see the discussion

on page I 10 of TVO-92).

Some of the above FEPs, for example effects of desaturation/resaturation and effects of

cement on bentonite, certainly need to be considered in the forthcoming updates of the

technical plans and safety assessments. On the other hand, some others (for example,

natural telluric electrochemical reactions, and most of the human intrusion FEPs) could

actually be moved into the "very low probability" or "very low consequences" categories

already on the basis of the discussions presented in the International FEP database.
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4 DISCUSSION

Lessons learnt and experiences

In the course of the exercise we have learnt some geology, chemistry and physics. The
International FEP database is a good first step towards to the proposed International
FEP Encyclopaedia and serves as a handbook, especially for the more exotic FEPs. It
was also interesting to get acquainted with the reasonings for the ways of treatment or
for exclusion of FEPs in other PAs, although this information was not used in the present
auditing.

The exercise did not reveal anything substantially new from TVO-92 and TILA-96, nor
did it provide much new firewood for forthcoming assessments. The strong sides as well
as the weak points of TVO-92 and TILA-96 are, in our mind, fairly well recognised and
identified in the reports itself and in their reviews (Ruokola 1994, Andersson & King-
Clayton 1996, STUK 1997). In the auditing the most significant open issues (for
example, gas generation and release, saline groundwater, glaciation) fell into the
"discussed" category. Most of the FEPs audited into the "not considered" category (see
Section 3.4) deal with factors which, in our mind, are not very important issues.

There are significant limitations in this kind of (self-)auditing. The fact that a FEP is
included in a database and is said to be "modelled" or "discussed" or "mentioned" in PA,
shows only that the authors of the PA are aware of it. It does not tell whether the
treatment of the FEP is correct or adequate, which can be assessed only on the basis of
the PA itself For an experienced PA practitioner, it is usually easier to get
a comprehensive picture of the treatment and completeness of FEPs in a PA from the PA
report itself than from a FEP database, as the latter often tends to discuss matters on
a fairly theoretical level. The robustness of a PA can be assessed only by considering the
scenarios, assumptions, models, and data together.

"The truth is out there"

We agree with authors of SKI's SITE-94 when they (Chapman et al. 1995b, p. 495)
"... challenge the view that scenario analysis can ever provide a comprehensive
description of the full range of future behaviour of a repository system or, consequently,
that it can provide meaningful probabilistic safety assessment results. It is not possible
to analyse all mathematically possible combinations of future possibilities for all
components of the disposal system and the natural environment, and it is thus not
possible to calculate scenario probabilities. Nor should scenario analysis be seen as
providing any kind of prediction of the future. Instead, we see scenarios as simply
a means of illustrating possible future behaviour of the system and how such behaviour
might arise."

The KBS-3 disposal concept with the copper canister is designed to be intrinsically safe.
In PA, an initially defective or "non-existing" or "disappearing" canister or some major
disruptive event or a drastic change from the expected conditions need to be postulated
to get some radionuclides out of the canister for transport analyses. The role of PA is to
find out potential causes for such disruptive events and to illustrate the performance of
the multi-barrier system in those conditions.
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Scenario approach for TILA-99

In the licensing process of the spent fuel repository, the first step will be the Decision in
Principle, by which the Government states whether the planned disposal facility is justified
(i.e. generally beneficial for the society) and the planned site suitable. Prerequisites for
a positive decision by the Government are that both the host municipality of the planned
facility and the safety authority (STUK) approve of the plan. Finally, the Parliament will have
to endorse the decision. At later dates, separate applications will be made for the permits and
licenses to construct, operate, and finally to seal the repository.

Posiva is planning to submit the application for the Decision in Principle to the authorities
towards the end of this decade. In this phase the application may still address several
alternative locations as the site of the facility, possibly all the four candidate sites (the Hast-
holmen NPP site in Loviisa, Kivetty in Ahnekoski, the Olkdluoto NPP site in Eurajoki, and
Ronuvaara in Kuhmno) currently under detailed investigations. Environmental impact
assessments carried out in cooperation with the host municipalities will have a central role in
the Decision in Principle process. In addition, Posiva needs to report technical plans for
transportation, encapsulation and disposal, results of site investigations and conclusions
concerning the suitability of the sites, and site-specific safety assessments. The safety
assessment for support of the application for the Decision in Principle has a work name
TILA-99.

We propose a similar scenario approach for TILA-99 as was used in TVO-92 and
TILA-96 (see Section 2.3). This entails that the analysis will be based on a system of
a base case (or normal evolution scenario), a set of reference scenarios where the
consequences of initially defective and later "disappearing" copper canisters are
evaluated, and a large number of "what if' type sensitivity analysis scenarios (or
variants). Only deterministic modelling will be used in PA calculations (supporting
groundwater flow and transport modelling will apply stochastic methods) and steady,
time-invariant boundary conditions, circumstances and parameter values will be used
within each scenario.

Our aim is not to repeat or update all the analyses of TVO-92 and TILA-96, but focus
on weak points and open issues identified in TVO-92 and TLLA-96 and in their
regulatory reviews (Ruokola 1994, STUK 1997). We need to improve and complete the
assessment at least in the following points:
* description of the expected, normal evolution of the disposal system
* more realistic, site-specific analysis of flow and transport
* alternative fuel dissolution models
* potential poor performance of the bentonite barrier
* gas generation and release
* effects of (very) saline groundwater
* postglacial faulting.

As always, the safety assessment needs to be conservative, robust, traceable, transparent,
and reproducible. These requirements are emphasised by the local decision making in
association of the Decision in Principle process.
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